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ABSTRACT 
A survey of 250 captive (an imal  market) and free-flYing (trapped at a sheep farm) 
pigeons was conducted to assess the prevalence of Trichomonas sp. In the domestic 
pigeon (Columba livia) population ,  in the Un ited Arab Emi rates (UAE) 
Oropharyngeal swabs demonstrated that  52% of a l l  pigeons were found with 
Tnchomonas sp. in their  oropharynx, of which 60%, 68% and 35% of pigeons were 
Trichomonas sp. posit ive in the AI Ain and Abu Dhabi an ima l  markets and AI Aln 
sheep farm respectively. Captive b irds had a s ign ificantly h igher infection rate than 
the free-flY ing pigeons. I nspection of the oropharynx of l ive pigeons posit ive for 
Trichomonas sp,  revealed that 1 . 2% of pigeons had tr ichomonosis lesions. There 
was a statistically s ign ificant d ifference between pigeons held in  an imal  markets 
having trichomonosis lesions compared with free-flying pigeons. Post-mortem 
examinations of 45 pigeons positive for Trichomonas sp,  showed that 1 1  % had 
oropharyngeal les ions. Su rvival tr ials i n  pigeon carcasses posit ive with Trichomonas 
sp. , frozen at -20 DC,  showed that no tr ichomonads were a l ive after 6hrs of freezing .  
Identification studies (morpholog ical identificat ion us ing a Scann ing Electron 
M icroscope) conducted by the Central Veter inary Laboratory , U K ,  concluded that the 
Trichomonas sp. isolated in the pigeons was Trichomonas gallinae. 
To assess the impact of Trichomonas sp. on falcon health, a review of hospital 
records for fa lcons treated for trichomonosis was conducted . Addit ional ly, fifty 
falconers were q uest ioned to determine their awareness of falcon health, and 
tnchomonosis in part icu lar .  The review of hospital records at the Su lman Falcon 
Hospital in  Bahrain and the UAE's Dubai Fa lcon Hospital and Abu Dhabi Fa lcon 
Research Hospita l ,  over a ten year period (1986 - 1 996) ,  showed that the UAE 
III 
hospitals treated s ign ificantly less falcons for tnchomonosis compared with the 
Bahra in i  hospital In addit ion ,  there was a 1.68% decrease In  the number of falcons 
treated for tnchomonosis at the Dubai  Falcon H ospital over this penod In 1995 and 
1 996, fewer fa lcons were treated for tnchomonosis at the private Abu Dhabi Falcon 
Research Hospital, than were treated at the publ ic Dubai Falcon Hospita l .  Th is IS 
presumed to be because most of the falcons attended to at the Abu Dhabi Falcon 
Research Hospita l are fed pigeons that have been medicated against trichomonads 
Hospital records of the two years, 1995-1996 , showed that immature, female sakers 
are the category of fa lcon commonly treated for trichomonosis at the Dubai Fa lcon 
Hospital and that most falcons (80%) are treated for trichomonosis in  the months of 
October to M arch . This period equates well with the tra in ing and hunti ng period of 
the fa lconry year, when the use of l ive pigeons in feeding and tra in ing i ncreases. 
The results of the questionna ire a lso ind icated that trichomonosis is a decreaSing 
health problem amongst falcons held in  the UAE. As 78% of fa lconers d id not know 
the cause of trichomonosis, and since al l  feed pigeons to their fa lcons, this decrease 
may be due to falconers feed ing their falcons frozen qua i l ,  i n  preference to pigeons, 
for economic reasons.  Feeding frozen quai l  is most dominant during the mou lt ing 
season (Apri l - September) .  In addition ,  their general understand ing that removing 
the head, neck and i nterna l  organs of pigeons i s  important, is beneficia l  to falcon 
health . F ina l ly ,  it is recommended that, as wel l  as falcon health awareness on 
trichomonosis g iven by staff at the fa lcon hospita ls ,  te levis ion programmes and 
l iterature could help to reduce the prevalence of the d isease further. 
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1 .0 I NTRODUCTION 
Th is  study IS part of  a larger programme looking at  the diseases of fa lcons In  the 
Un ited Arab Emirates that is being conducted by the Wi ldl ife Veterina ry Research 
I nstitute (WVR I )  and the M iddle East Fa lcon Research Group (M EFRG) of the 
Environmenta l Research and Wi ldl ife Development Agency (ERWDA), Abu Dhabi .  
The WVR I and M EFRG hope that the resu lts of studies, such as this one, wi l l  
contri bute towards improving the health of fa lcons in the United Arab Emirates and 
the rest of the M iddle East .  
The premise for this study was based on the paper by Samour et al. ( 1 995) which 
reported that trichomonosis, caused by the protozoan Trichomonas sp, is an 
Important disease of fa lcons in the Gulf state of Bahra in .  I n  the survey conducted 
between 1 987-1 993 at the Su lman Falcon Hospital In Bahrain ,  3 1 .2% of fa lcons 
examined showed cl in ical signs of trichomonosis.  I t  was bel ieved that fa lcons 
contracted trichomonosis by consurning d'J:11estic pigeons (Columba livia) carrying 
Trichomonas sp.  Although this paper repv,�:ed tr ichomonosis as a 'common' disease 
of fa lcons i n  the M iddle East, it is surprising that the species of the trichomonads that 
causes t richomonosis has not been identifieci. 
The present study was designed to extend the work of Samour et al ( 1 995), by 
carry ing out a survey to assess the prevalence of Trichomonas sp in the feral pigeon 
populat ion in the Emi rate of Abu Dhabi ,  Un ited Arab Emirates (UAE) .  Samples of 
Trichomonas sp isolated from these pigeons were sent to the Un ited Kingdom (UK) 
for ident ificat ion.  In addit ion experirne, t S  were designed to determine surviva l of 
protozoans frozen in situ, in pigeon carcasses, so that recommendations could be 
made to fa lconers on feeding regimes . Also, in  order to assess whether 
tnchomonosis is an important d isease of fa lcons in the Un ited Arab Emirates, 
hospital records were analysed at thE Abu Dhabi Fa lcon Research Hospital (AI 
Khaznah) and the Dubai Fa lcon Hospita l for the years 1 984- 1 985 and 1 995- 1 996. 
Alongside these ana lyses, a question'l2ire was used to determine what fa lconers are 
feeding their birds and how aware they 2re of the disease trichomonosis so that a 
health awareness programme could be in itiated by the WVRI and the M EFRG. 
ThiS chapter introduces, Arab falconry, the biology of the pigeon and the use of 
pigeons in Arab fa lconry .  It then goes on to describe the protozoan Trichomonas sp.  
and the d isease trichomonosis .  
1 . 1 A RA B  FALCONRY 
1 . 1 1  The trad it ion of A rab fa lconry awl i:� im portance i n  modern 
UAE l ife 
Falconry and the lore of falcons are deeply .:lgrained in  Arab traditions and culture 
(F igure 1 ) , and fa lcons have had a central and respected place in Emiratee society 
for at least a thousand years . Falconry has existed in  the M iddle East s ince the 8th 
Century BC (Sargeant,  1 976) and the first Arab reported to have trained fa lcons and 
introduced fa lconry into Arabia was AI Harith b in M u'awiyah bin Thawr bin K indah 
(Zayed ,  1 977) .  For  a l l  these years, .Arabs have used wild-caught and carefu l ly 
trained fa lcons to catch quarry such as the desert hare (Lepus capensis), stone 
curlew (Burhinus oedicnemus) ,  and the houbara bustard (Chlamydotis undulata) 
(Al len ,  1 980; Upton ,  1 989) . 
Figure l ' A family of Arab fa lconers with (heir saker falcon (Falco cherrug) . 
(Photograph by Theri Bailey . )  
:3 
The explorer, Wilfred Thesiger, had the privilege of accompanying HIS Highness 
Sheikh Zayed bin Su ltan al Nahyan ,  now the President of the UAE, on hawking triPS 
in 1 949 and 1 950 and his fi rsthand experience of traditiona l  desert fa lconry left a 
g reat im pression on him; 
Ii • •  for months we rode for long hours on superb camels, slept on the ground in the 
open, fed on the hares and bustards we had taken, half a dozen in a day if we were 
lucky - an exacting and rewarding experience in confronting an immemorial past." 
(Theslger ,  1 959) . 
4 
Tradit ional ly fa lconry was an Important means by which to supplement a meagre 
diet and as Al len ( 1 980) wrote' 
"In Arabia. even more than was the case in medieval Europe, which was so much 
richer In food supplies, game taken oy t.7e Arev's trained hawk was an important 
addtfion to his thin diet. Wild ha�·:lks wer9 tf2pped by rich and poor alike and were 
flown through the winter months whet 7 quarry became available. The Arabs flew 
their hawks because they wanted to hunt and eat. They did not go hunting because 
they wanted to see their hawks fly. This is an important distinction to bear in mind, 
because it underlies the techniques and apparent ruthlessness of desert hawking". 
However, with the advent of o i l  wealth , in the late 1 960's, the emphasis on falconry 
sh ifted from being a method of gathering food to a sport and an important symbol ic 
l ink with the past. What this has meant is t r  !at falconry is sti l l  a part of the way of l ife 
for many Arabs . I n  G ulf countries, such as in  the UAE, many locals practise fa lconry 
and many sti l l  have members of their fami l ies who fly fa lcons (AI Qamsi ,  personal 
communication) .  From October onwards, when fa lcons start to be tra ined,  it is 
common to meet Emiratees in  banks, shops , on the street with fa lcons on their fists .  
Fa lcon images are shown on stamps ,  po�tcards ,  gu idebooks, and the sides of  the 
nationa l  a i rl ine; falcon statues fi l l  roundabouts and tel l the time in  city centres. The 
falcon is  the universa l  image, a reminder or the powerfu l  infl uence of the desert 
culture that has on ly recently been exchanged for the l uxuries of u rban existence. 
Hunt ing part ies represent an important socia l  gathering ,  where the Sheikhs and their 
fo l lowers unite as a hunting party, with the shared goal of hunting houbara, and 
socialis ing around the camp fire at n ight. ,.,is Highness Sheikh Zayed ( 1 977) wrote 
eloquently on the importance of fa lconry in modern Arab l ife; 
"Our hunting trips accustom us to patience and endurance and are a source of 
satisfaction to us. We regard them as a means of achieving a degree of 
psychological equilibrium between SeC'9!7tary urban life and that of the desert. The 
simple happiness this sport brings us fon::f.3s us against the stresses and strains of 
our official duties. " 
1 . 1 2  Fa lcons used i n  Arab fa lconry 
Remple ( 1 988) estimated that 3000 f<llcons were employed for falconry in  the 
Arabian Gulf reg ion .  With the increasing number of fa lcons being retained for 
moult ing ,  Riddle and Remple ( 1 994) �:.:ggested that the figure for the number of 
fa lcons employed for fa lconry in the region should be adjusted to 8 ,600. I n  1 997,  
Remple (personal communication) believes that the number could be as h igh as 
1 0 , 000. 
Tradit ional ly ,  the fa lcon most commonly u .... 2d by Arab fa lconers is the saker fa lcon 
(Falco cherrug) , loca l ly  cal led 'hurr ' ,  whi:.:h Rcrnple ( 1 988) estimated to represent at 
least 70% of the captive fa lcon population tt"l" ughout the Arabian Gulf reg ion .  This 
fa lcon is of Eastern European and Central Asian origins and migrates across the 
Arabian pen insu la ,  from Septembe:- through to November to winter in East Africa . 
Wait ing for the fa lcons in  such transit countries as Syria, I ran ,  Pakistan and Arabian 
Gulf are the 'fa lcon trappers' (Rem pie and Gross, 1 993) .  The trappers especial ly 
favour the larger females in  their fi rst winter of l ife , when they are easier to train 
(Upton, 1 979) .  
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Peregrines (Falco peregrinus), local ly ca l led 'shaheen', and more rarely the lanner 
fa lcons (Falco biarmicus) ,  local ly ca l!ed 'waklrJ', are also used In  Arab fa lconry 
(Upton, 1 989) .  I n  the past few years, there have been changes in  the numbers and 
types of falcon uti l ised for fa lconry ,  eSl--ecla l ly in the UAE . I n  particular, many 
fa lconers now favour  captive bred gyr falcons that have been hybridized with other 
fa lcons such as saker or peregrines (S8mOL!r, personal communication) .  These 
hybrid falcons are attractive to fa lconers as they often have the advantage of being 
larger, faster and more beautifu l than wild caught pure species. In addition ,  the use 
of hybrid falcons is being encouraged by research and conservation organisations ,  
such as the Environmental Research and Wildlife Development Agency's National  
Avian Research Center, because their use should a l leviate the pressure placed upon 
wild caught fa lcons .  
1 .2 P IGEO NS 
1 .21  The biology of  p igeons. 
The pigeon-like birds ,  or Columbiformes. consist of one major family , the 
Co lumbidae or  pigeons .  This family is divided into three subfami l ies conta in ing 
approximately 302 species. Two other famil ies, the sandgrouse (Pteroclidae) and 
the now extinct dodo (Raphidae) a lso belong to the order Columbiformes (Cramp 
and S immons ,  1 985; Zwart , 1 986). The domestic pigeons (F igure 2)  are bel ieved to 
be derived from varieties of the native . )ck dove, Columba livia , and are found 
a lmost world-wide, with members in  al .  I :::lions except Antarctica. Pigeons are good 
dispersers and throughout their range occupy a wide variety of terrestria l  habitats 
from tropIcal ra inforests to deserts and from above the snowlIne of the Himalayas to 
the centres of the largest cItIes (Perrrns and M iddleton, 1 985) 
PI  H E  2 7  Columba Ima Roel DOle (p 2 S)  NomInate Iltlu 1 ad, 2 JUI, 3 Ju\\n) loung, 4-0 feral vanant, C I .  Jak"'", 7 aJ 
C I J,h,mpm JU (CJ�c) 
FIgure 2: The domestic pigeon (Columba livia). 
(Taken from 'Handbook of the birds of Europe the Midd le East and 
North Africa: The b irds of the Western Palearctic'. Cramp et ai, 1 985) . 
As a genera l  description of the domestic pigeon: the sexes are monomorphic, but 
wIth experience the male can be identified by a bolder appearance to the head.  
They a re monogamous and pair-bond for life. I n  add ition, pigeons are often 
g regarious ,  gathering in large flocks at gooj. feeding and roosting sites. After a 
courtsh ip  and bondIng perrod during which the l:1ale dances and 'bow-coos' to the 
fem ale as  wel l  as performing ritua l  feed ing ,  two near white eggs are laid in the 
c lutch .  The first egg is laid in the ear ly evening and the second some 44 hrs later. 
After an incubation period of 1 8-20 days which IS shared by both the male and 
female, the chIcks hatch and are fed crop milk, which is a protein and fat rIch, non-
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carbohydrate secretion which accumulates in  the hypertrophied crop epithe l ium 
Feathering of the 'squabs' (nestl ings) commences at seven days,  cOincid ing with the 
change of feeding with regurg itated gra in and onset of Independent 
thermoregulat ion.  Fledging of the nestlings occurs at 24 days when they are 
referred to as 'squeakers' until their voice'" change at about e ight weeks of age. An 
adult domestic pigeon's weight IS general ly between 350-500g, its cloacal body 
temperature l ies between 40-4 1 DC , its respiratory rate between 25-30 per minute 
and It can live up to 30 years. Food ccnsumption is approximately 30g per bird per 
day (one tenth of its own body weight) and they feed on a wide variety of vegetable 
matter, with seeds, fruits leaves, buds and flowers form ing most of the diet, but a 
l im ited num ber of smal l  i nvertebrc:tes s..:ch as snails and insects are taken, 
part icu la rly in  the breeding season (Perri:ls and Midd leton ,  1 985) .  Pigeons' water 
consumption is approximately 30-60m! per bird dai ly which they drink ,  un like most 
b i rds ,  by immersing their beaks up to their nostri ls and sucking without ra is ing their 
heads. (Harper, 1 996) .  Domestic pigeons have been known to reach flying speeds 
of over 1 04 kms per hour and have been recorded flying at heights of between 3 ,800 
to 5,700 metres but usual ly f ly much lower (Keymer, 1 989) .  
Pigeons were amongst the earl iest of du(�!esticated l ivestock and there is evidence 
that humans' use of pigeons datE'� back a3 far as 5000 years ago. Domestication 
has existed for more than 2000 years 'Harlir', 1 996) .  The ability of pigeons to carry 
messages reliably has been exploited in IJJarfare , trade and pol it ical administration .  
Pigeons have also been a valuable food source and an important means of  bait ing a 
trap .  This role of the pigeon is particu larly eJident in  Arab fa lconry. 
1 . 22 The use of pigeons in A rab fa lconry 
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Throughout the h istory of Arab fa lconry, the pigeon has played an Important role in 
three d ifferent aspects of the sport; firstly as a form of bait with which to trap wild 
fa lcons, secondly as a tool for training falcons and th irdly as a means of feeding the 
captive fa lcons .  In al l three areas, the falconer has relied upon the knowledge that 
a l l  fa lcons consider pigeons a del icacy and, most fa lcons, regardless of their species 
or S ize, wi l l  not hesitate to take one when the opportun ity presents itself. 
1 .2 2 1  Falcon trapping 
Al l  trapping methods involve lu ring faicons to the 'trapper' with pigeons as they are 
the classic bait .  A wel l-known I ndian me�hod for catch ing a fa lcon uti lises a 1 . 5m 
high by 2m wide fine wire-mesh trap, known as a 'dhogazza' (F igure 3). The net is 
loosely supported by smal l  poles. A l ive pigeon is tied to a peg in the ground 
approximately ha lf a metre in  front of the net and upwind .  When the fa lcon flies 
down to take the pigeon ,  the s l ightest movement of the falcon's wings or body upon 
engaging the net wi l l  pu l l  i t  off i ts pole 811d over the fa lcon .  As fa lcons have u ltra­
keen eyesight it is not known wh� they f' :...,to the 'dhogazza', but it is speculated 
that they m ight do so because thay either mis:3ke the fi ne net for blades of grass or 
d ismiss the hazard until it is too late (Re:.lple and Gross, 1 993) .  
Another method for catching a falcon is wr.en a l ight frame, into which have been 
sewn about a dozen upstanding open s l ip  nooses, is harnessed onto the back of a 
pigeon .  I f  the fa lcon k i l ls  the pigeon , or even just grazes it with a stoop, the bi rd's 
long toes will become entangled in th,,- ',:.. �)5es. Though the falcon may be able to fly 
off with the pigeon dangl ing from its fe,-' . it 
'
wi l l  find this impossibly awkward and 
alight at no great d istance to try and remove the burden.  Whi lst the falcon is busy 
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try ing to remove the pigeon, the trappers run I n  and throw a cloak or head cloth over 
the falcon (Rem pie and Gross, 1 993) .  
A further method to catch a falcon with pigeons uses a smal l  shelter bU i lt with matted 
palm fronds and brushwood above a scooped-out hol low in the sand,  usual ly on an 
is land In  the G ulf or on a sand-bar (F igure 4) .  The trapper watches from inside with 
a l ive pigeon on a l ine .  When he sees a fa lcon, he pushes out the pigeon into the 
wind where it flutters on the end of a string.  The fa lcon catches and begins to 
deplume and eat it facing into the wi:1c ;:;0 that its own feathers are not ruffled and 
those plucked from the pigeon are blown away. I n  th is way the fa lcon faces away 
from the hide and the trapper is therefore ab le to s lowly draw in the l ine ,  the pigeon 
and the falcon unt i l  his hand,  buried in the sand, can grab the unsuspecting fa lcon by 
the legs. A variation of this procedure is to bury a man in  the sand with his head 
camouflaged with brush or a basket. One hand protrudes and in it is a l ive pigeon 
held fi rmly by the legs.  Should a falcon grab the pigeon it is relatively easy for the 
trapper to catch hold of the fa lcon's le�-: 'Nh i le it is t ry ing to ki l l the pigeon (Al len,  
1 980) .  
._------ ------ - -----
Figure 3 :  
F igure 4 . 
A 'dhogazza' trap us ing a l ive pigeon to trap fa lcons. 
( Drawing by B.  Widmeier. Taken from the 'North American 
Falconers' Association 1987-1980 Journal') .  
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H ut or brushwood �rap using a l ive pigeon to trap falcons. 
(Drawing by B.  Wid meier. Taken from the 'North American 
Falconers' Association 1 987-1980 Journal ' ) .  
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1 . 222 Fa lcon train ing 
The tralnmg of a fa lcon by Arab fa lconers takes about three weeks, dunng which 
time the fa lcon, through constant handl ing and food rewards becomes habituated to 
the lu re. After a penod of tethenng. It wil l  eventual ly fly free and return to the 
falconer Pigeons are often used dunng this tra in ing penod, either as a food reward , 
or as a quarry at which the fa lcon IS flown (F igure 5) .  According to Al len ( 1 980) , the 
Arab practise of flY ing fa lcons at plgec:Js th rown out by the falconer IS a sure 
guarantee of exercise for the fa lcon and causes great excitement for the onlookers, 
but often results In the loss of the fa lcon He states that pigeons ,  If flown wi ld ,  a lmost 
Invanably fly hard and stra ight and can out fly a fa lcon causing It to loose breath 
once It IS far from the fa lconer and unretnevable by the lu re. I n  Al len's ( 1 980) 
opin ion, a domestic pigeon thrown out from a standing start under a fa lcon on the 
wing means that the b i rds are more evenly matched . Some Arab fa lconers ensure a 
more even match by either plucking ou� some of the wing feathers from the pigeon or 
tethenng It to a long piece of stnng.  
F igure 5 
-.,. .T 
Arab falconer using a l ive pigeon during tra in ing .  
(Photograph by Or Ja ime Samour) .  
.: 
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1 . 223 Falcon feeding 
According to Samour et al ( 1 995),  Arab falconers are deeply attached to ancestral 
trad it ions of fa lconry and the feed ing of l ive and freshly ki lled domestic pigeons is a 
common practice throughout the reg,on. San ,our et al ( 1 995) state that throughout 
most of the M iddle East, hunting falcons are fed a lmost exclusively on l ive domestic 
pigeons dunng the tra in ing and hunting season (October to February)  and on freshly 
ki l led domestic pigeons duri ng the mo�lting period (March to September). In order to 
ensure a ready and fresh supply of pigeons to their fa lcons, many falconers In Arabia 
ma inta in a pigeon loft or e lse they go regularly to loca l an imal  markets to buy l ive 
pigeons 
1 .23 The problem of the use of p igeons in A rab fa lconry 
The major problem of feed ing pigeons to fa lcons is that d iseases can be transferred . 
One such d isease is trichomonosis, bel ieved to be one of the oldest, most common 
and widespread of the diseases affecting b irds of prey (Samour et aI, 1 995) .  In b irds 
of prey, the d isease is cal led 'frounce' and in  the Columbiformes 'canker' (Fraser, 
1 986). It i s  thought that b irds of prey are (.ommonly infected d irectly by feed ing on 
l ive or fresh ly ki l led domestic pigeons (Couper, 1 978; Ward, 1 986; Burr, 1 987). 
Trichomonosis can also be transmitted from raptor to raptor, as has been shown with 
kestre ls  (Stone and Janes, 1 969). 
1 .3 TRIC HOMONOSIS  
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Trlchomonosls IS a parasitic , Infectious and contagious d isease of birds In the 
Un ited Arab Emi rates, fa lconers re�er to the disease as 'the pigeon disease', or 
'garhah fie I Issan' (mouth canker) . In Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain and the Eastern 
Province of Saudi  Arabia ,  the condit ion is referred to as 'glah' (Remple and Gross, 
1 993) .  
Accounts of tnchomonosis can be fourd in the earl iest record of the treatment of 
fa lcons dating back to the 9th century /-\.0, but the d iscovery of the causative agent 
of tnchomonosis, the protozoan Trichomonas gallinae, was not made unt i l  1 878 by 
Rivolta. I t  has s ince been described by many researchers including Stabler ( 1 948a, 
1 948b, 1 95 1  a, 1 95 1  b, 1 954; 1 954b, 1 969 and Stabler and K i lhara, 1 954) ,  who 
devoted h is research to the organism and its effects upon its hosts. 
Trichomonosis has been reported in ColLJr:hiformes (Arna l l  and Keymer, 1 975; 
Harmon et ai, 1 987); Psittaciformes (82rnes 1986; Burr, 1 987; Greiner and Ritch ie,  
1 995) ,  such as budgerigars (Baker, 1 £-86; Ramsey et aI, 1 990) and parrots (Garner 
and Sturtevant,  1 992; M urphy, 1 992); bustards (Bai ley et aI, 1 996); Gal l i formes, such 
as ch ickens and turkeys (Wi l loughby et aI, 1 995) ,  and raptors such as fa lcons 
(Cooper, 1 978; Samour et aI, 1 995) ,  owls (Pokras et aI, 1 993) ,  eagles (Reddig ,  
1 977)  and goshawks (Cooper and re�ty , 1 988) .  There are surpnsingly few records 
of trichomonosis in free-l iv ing raptors. Inc:':;::;:-:lal reports from North America include 
bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) (Stone and Nye ,  1 98 1 ) ,  a brood of two grey 
hawks (Buteo nutidus) (Stensrude, 1 965) and four  of 1 0  fledgl ing golden eagles 
(Aquila chrysaetos) ( Beecham and Koche�, i 975).  Trichomonosls is an important 
d isease of fa lcons In  the M iddle East (SamolJr et aI, 1 995) .  
1 . 3 1  D iagnosis 
In birds such as pigeons, the young birds presenting with trichomonosis are 
general ly associated with poor grow�h and h igh morta l ity. In adult birds,  infections 
are usual ly  characterised by emaciat:un , dyspnea or vomiting (Greiner and Ritchie , 
1 995) and huddled 'rousing' behaviou;-, loss of co-ord inat ion, and general mala ise. 
Weight loss IS due to the lesions restrictir.g the consumption of food. Closer 
examinat ion may reveal a yel lowish-green fl uid in  the mouth. As a general rule the 
'wet', 'sticky' type of exudate is seen mainly in  the acute d isease and the hard 
'cheesy' type i s  more common in  chron ic infect ions.  In the pharynx, oesophagus 
and crop, the early lesions are smal l ,  whitish nodules that grow, ranging from 1 mm to 
approx imately 1 cm in  size. In cli:.:ccl trichomonosis ,  white-yel low caseous lesions 
develop in  the mucosae of the 0�opharynx, especial ly around the tongue and 
pharynx (Ward , 1 986) as wel l as lesio;,� t(lat adhere to the crop and oesophagus.  
(F igures 6, 7 ) .  I f  a large i nvolvement has a l ready developed in  the mouth,  
oesophagus or  crop, a noticeable fou l  odour is  present. As the infection advances 
and spreads,  it can involve the ear canals and upper respi ratory tract. Although the 
lower d igestive tract is not often involved with the infect ion once the proventricu lus is 
passed, the paras ite can a lso i nvade other organs of the body including the lungs,  
l iver, heart,  pancreas ,  s inuses, orbital reg ions and bra in .  The l iver appears to be the 
most common site , with occasional lesions in  other abdominal  viscera , especia l ly 
tissues in  contact with a l iver lesicn (Narcisi et aI, 1 99 1 ) . Levine ( 1 985) describes 
infections in  the lungs and air sacs, report ing large, caseous masses that invade the 
roof of the mouth and s inuses and extend through the base of the sku l l  to the bra in .  
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Levine ( 1 985) a lso reports that on ra re occasions it has also been found in the 
cytoplasm of host cells such as macrophages and epithel ial ce l ls .  In these advanced 
stages tr lchomonosls can lead to death (Stabler and Kihara, 1 954; Fraser, 1 986; 
Burr, 1 987; Greiner and Ritch ie ,  1 995; Samour et aI, 1 995) Although visible 
caseous lesions may ind icate a T galfinae infection , simi lar lesions can be caused 
by other organisms thus gross ap�E:aru: Ice :3 n'Jt a defin it ive diagnosis (Harden, 
1 996) .  Finding the organ isms in  infected t issue is the principal and most effective 
method. This can be done thr'Jugh cirect microscopic examination of flu id or t issue 
smears or by swabbing the throat of birds and cultivating the suspect materia l  to 
encourage the growth of the tr ichomonads if present (Levine,  1 985) . 
S pecifica l ly in  raptors such as fa lcor;s, the most obvious symptom of trichomonosis is 
d ifficu lty In  eating and swal lowing . Coope: (1 Si73j stated that the fa lcon wi l l  continue 
to masticate in  the beak even a srrali pi3ce of meat that would normal ly be 
swal lowed in  a second or so, and wi l l  eveiltual ly svva l low it with d ifficu lty , possibly with 
the accompaniment of bubbl ing or wh�ezing noises. Cooper ( 1 973) a lso observed 
that when the disease is more advanced , the falcon may not swal low the food at a l l ,  
despite i ts  hunger,  but  wi l l  tear  off pieces and fl ick them away one after another. I n  
their  paper on 'Trichomonosis in birds (If prey (Order Falconiformes) i n  Bahra in ,  
Samour  et a l  ( 1 995) reported that duro d the collection of  a cl i n ical h istory, fa lconers 
very often reported reduced to total :,bser,ce 'f oppetite; slow eati ng; the 'shredd ing 
and fl ick ing'  of food; d ifficulty i n  swallowing weight loss and invariably a fetid smel l  of 
the mouth . They observed that birds with lesions in the crop,  or more part icularly of 
the oesophagus,  showed exaggerated movements of the head and neck when 
passi ng food from the crop to the oesophagus and when casting pel lets . According 
to Cooper ( 1 973), falcons demonstra -.2 �ny of these symptoms on inspection of the 
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mouth wi l l  a lmost certain ly revea l whit ish or creamy cheese-like deposits on the side 
of the throat and under and around the base of the tongue He states that the upper 
side of these deposits may be detachable, but the bases are firm ly adherent and 
attempts to remove them wi l l  cause bleecing If cases are not treated,  the lesions 
can extend down the oesophagus and :nvol'le the Internal organs, or rarely,  the head 
or ears may be affected 
Figure 6.  Large caseous mass of the upper oropharyngeal reg ion of a 
saker fa lcon with tnchomonosls .  (Photograph by Dr. Ja ime Samour) 
Figure 7 Radiograph showing a rad io opaque area corresponding to a large 
growth produced by T ga/linae In the crop of a saker  fa lcon 
(Fa/co cherrug) (Photograph by Dr. Ja ime Samour) .  
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1 32 Treatment 
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I n  the past there have been several traditional methods for treating trichomonosis 
throughout the world .  Accord ing to an account by M ichel l  ( 1 900) in  the book 'Art and 
practice of hawking' ,  fa lconers finding a b rownish white matter in  the mouth: 
"should scrape off thIs coatmg with a quill or silver knife and the mouth dressed with 
burnt alum or vinegar. or a weak solution of : ,itrate of silver. The dressing may be 
done with a piece of lint on a sma!! stick. Another lotion is made by taking the leaves 
of woodbine, with sage, honey and alum and seething them till the leaves are quite 
soft, and straining the decoction through a cloth. 
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More recently, Samour et al ( 1 995) gave an extens ive report of their treatment of 
t richomonosis stating that when tr _ ating oral trichomonosis i n  fa lcons they 
admin istered metronidazole (Flagyl; May .. nd Baker) orally at a dose rate of 50mg/ 
kg for five or seven days depending upOi 1e severity and duration of the infect ion.  
The fa lcons which had intras inusal or intranasal lesions of trichomonosis were also 
g iven 0.25 m l  of 5% Metronidazole (Emtryl injectable; Rhone Merieux), injected into 
the infraorbita l s inus for three consecutive days. Seven days after the metronidazole 
treatment had been completed , b i rds with trichomonosis lesions were anaesthet ised . 
Ketamine hydroch loride was used if the �E".:ions were smal l  and easy to debride , but 
if the lesions were large and extensive and curettage was needed , a volati le 
anaesthetic (I sofl urane; Abbot Laboratories) was g iven via a face mask. Lesions 
with i n  the oral cavity , including the choanae were debrided with the aid of a smal l  
Volksmann 's  currette. I n  b i rds with lesions of trichomonosis in  the crop or 
oesophagus,  the lesions were debriced by using long biopsy instruments and with 
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the aid of fibre-optic endoscopy F ina l ly ,  they reported that fa lcons with Intranasal 
and Intras lnusal leSions of tnchomonosls were l ightly sedated With ketamlne 
hydrochloride and received antibiotic - cort icosteroid drops (Betsolan ;  Mal l inckrodt) 
i nst i l led through the nares .  Subsequently, a 20ml syringe fitted With a modifier l uer­
look t ip was used for flushing air  verJ gentlv through the nares with the a im of 
clean ng out the caseous-mucoid-haemorrag ic material that had accumulated with in 
the nasal  caVit ies. After the anti protozoal treatillent ,  i t  was often possible to retrieve 
such leSions by press ing and pushing the caseous matenal gently towards the 
d i rection of the choanae. This procedure was fo l lowed by the inst i l lat ion of antibiot ic 
-cort icosteroid d rops and flushing the remain ing debris with a i r. 
I n  the latest paper on the genera l  pharmaceutical treatment of trichomonosis in b irds ,  
Har l in ( 1 996) ,  stated that the most effec.tive antiprotozoal d rugs are nitrim idazole 
derivatives and that Carnidazole (Spartr ix) is the drug of choice for treating the 
ind iv idual  patient, the dose being 20r.g/ kg by mouth and usual ly only one treatment 
being necessary .  Harl in ( 1 996) recommends the drug because it has been shown to 
be qu ite safe at even 5- 1 0  t imes the recommended dose. Harl in ( 1 996) also reports 
Ronidazole (Ridzol-S) as another drug that has been shown to be qu ite safe and 
effective, the dose being 4 to 6 mgt kg or 0.5 g/ l i tre of d rink ing water for flock 
treatment and that previously, whi lst w:,- tronidazole (Emtryl) was the most widely 
used drug in  the world to treat tr ichomonosis ,  i n  countries such as the USA, it has 
been withdrawn from the market due to i ts toxicity . Toxicity from th is drug usual ly 
resu lts in  central nervous system damage, ataxia and even loss of the ab i l ity to eat, 
sometimes resulti ng in  death. Harl in ( 1 996) does however a lso state that if 
adm in istered carefu l ly ,  Metronidazole can be quite effective at 25 to 50 mg/ kg to the 
ind iv idual patient or  6 . 4  g/ l itre of drinkin:,J water for a flock. 
1 . 33 Treatment of fa lcons at the UAE fa lcon hospita ls and cl in ics 
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I n  the UAE there are three publ ic hospitals treating fa lcons and at least four  private 
c l in ics set up for Sheikhs' fa lcon col lect ions. The Dubai Fa lcon Hospital (DFH) , was 
the first to be establ ished in 1 983, by !-I . f-! . Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid AI Maktoum,  
to  provide modern medical care for the  capti ve fa lcons of  the United Arab Emirates 
(Riddle and Remple, 1 994) .  The hospital is clSntra l ly located With in Dubai and is only 
a short d rive from Sharjah . The hospiial has a peak capacity of 60 in-patients per 
day and ItS goals are threefold (Rem pie, 1 988) : 
1 to provide medical care for the fa lcons of the Arabian Gulf region, 
2 to acquaint  the local people with the diseases, their effective treatment, and 
most importantly , their prevention, and 
3 .  to accumulate physio log ical data from normal  and unhealthy fa lcons In  
order to  create diagnostic c l inic21 pro�i les for specific d iseases. 
The Abu Dhabi Fa lcon Research Hospita l (ADFRH) was establ ished i n  1 985 under 
the sponsorship of the President of the Un ited Arab Emi rates and Ruler of Abu 
Dhabi, H is H ig hness Sheikh Zayed bin S:.Jltan AI Nahyan .  The hospital is  located in 
the town of AI Khaznah ,  m id-way betweer AI Ain and the capita l  Abu Dhabi, 88kms 
to the west .  The hospital has a capacity () �4 in-patients per day. The ADFRH a lso 
provides addit ional veter inary serv ice;.;; during hunti ng trips in  the desert with two 
wel l -equipped field hospitals providing medical and surg ical care (Riddle and 
Rem ple , 1 994) . 
Both hospita ls are run by veterinarians who are themselves master fa lconers. 
Detai led hospital records have been ma: : lt8ined a l lowing tabulation of population 
d istr ibution and d isease and inju;-ies.  These aie frequently analysed to determine 
trends In  the hea lth and survivabi l ity of d ifferent species of fa lcons (Riddle and 
Remple,  1 994). 
At the ADFRH the rout ine treatment of fa lcons presenting with trichomonosis is 
Emtryl and at the DFH, Spartrix 
1 .4 TR ICHOMONA DS 
Trichomonads are extrace l lu !ar  protozoan parasites and it is reported that the genus 
itself was first described by Donne in 1 837 when he in it ia l ly isolated Trichomonas 
vagina/is, a species pathogenic to humans.  I n  m icroscopic viewing it appeared that 
the organ ism was covered with ha irs ,  wh ich prompted Donne to give the generic 
name Trichomonas, after the Greek thrix , meaning ha i r. I n  other parasitology texts 
however, it is stated that the name was given because the organisms was at first 
thought to possess three ('Tri- ') anterior flc.:J8 I 1a .  Though subsequent research has 
shown that the g roup actually possesses four  flagel la ,  the orig ina l  name has been 
reta ined . 
1 .4 1  Class ification 
Trichomonads belong to the protozoan subphylum Sarcomastigophora , superclass 
M astigophora, class Zoomastogophorea, order Trichomonadida and fami ly 
Trichomonadidae (Honigberg ,  1 963) .  
Trichomonas gallinae and Trichomonas gallinarum are the two species of 
trichomonads described as pathogens in b i rds .  T. gallinae is found in the 
oropharyngeal region , wh ile T. galli!larum appears to be confined to the lower 
d igestive tract of birds (Garner and Sturtevant 1 992).  
Three tnchomonads are found in  huma!ls: T. tenax, T vagina/Is and 
Pentatnchomonas hominis. (These a�e morphologica l ly so s imi lar that many 
taxonomists previously considered them to be conspecific. ) At present P. hominis 
has been found to be s ign ificantly d ifferent and is placed i n  a separate genus. The 
genus Trichomonas,  as currently defined , contains only three species: T. vagina/is, 
T. tenax, and T. gal/inae (Schmidt and �oberts, 1 985) . 
Human hosts are infected in  the sexual/ urogenital tracts by T. vagina/is. T. tenax 
l ives in the mouth where it feeds on the fl u ids of the host, on leukocyctes or on 
bacteria. T. tenax is reported to be a harm less commensal ,  kept under control by 
normal oral hygiene, but in  a few rare instances respiratory infections and thoracic 
abscesses were found .  
Cattle are hosts to a trichomonad from the genus T. foetus, which can eas i ly  enter 
the uterus and can cause tem porary infert i l ity or spontaneous abort ion . Wernery 
( 1 99 1 ) iso lated T. foetus, for the first t ime, from the uteri of breeding camels in two 
d ifferent herds in  Dubai .  Other species are common i n  the intestines of amph ibians,  
fishes, and repti les, with varying degrees of pathogenicity (Noble and Noble, 1 964) .  
F ina l ly ,  a number of  trichomonads are found in  invertebrates .  They have been 
described in  the gut of term ites and T. I .macis occurs in  the l iver and gut of s lugs.  
The large hog ascarid Ascaris suum carries a species i n  i ts intesti ne (Marquardt and 
Demaree, 1 985) .  
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1 42 M orphology 
The basic morphology is simi lar among al l  tr ichomonads (Figure 8). They are 
structural ly complex zooflagel lates having four  free anterior flagella that disti nguish 
them from other protozoans.  They a lso possesses an  undulating membrane that 
creates a wave-l ike appearance along the cell surface. They move in  a jerky manner  
and the body diameter remains constant as it moves (Greiner and Ritchie, 1 995) .  
The organisms are piriformes, usually longer than wide. General mean s ize is  20 nm 
in  length a nd 8 nm wide,  but these may vary from 5 to 30 nm in either d i rect ion 
depending on the species. 
Trichomonads are aerotolerant anaerobes a nd are heterotrophic feeding with 
cytostomes .  Once attached to the epithel ium they feed on bacteria ,  leukocytes and 
cel l  exudates. Some species are themselves susceptible to ingestion by 
macrophages, as is T. vagina/is in human hosts (Noble and N oble, 1 964) .  
F igure 8' Diagram to i l l ustrate the basic morphology of al l  tnchomonads. 
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F igure 8·  
Trichomonas sep_. I .J 
Diagram to i l lustrate the basic morphology of a l l  trichomonads 
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1 43 Life Cycle 
Tnchomonads reproduce asexually and eXist only as the moti le trophozoltes, having 
ne ither a resistant cyst nor sexual stage .  L ike other mastigophorans,  they reproduce 
by a special form of longitud ina l  bin<lr'; fission , which leads to a great number of 
organisms in a bnef period of t ime. �:o hterr:: ·.;diate host is required; transm ission is 
a lways dependent upon d l�ect ccntact W!�;"I �he fina l  s ites of parasitism (Harden,  
1 996) .  
1 44 Pathogenesis 
Trichomonads exist as non-pathogenic, facu ltatively pathogenic and regu larly 
pathogenic parasites. Accord ing to Mehlhorn ( 1 988) ,  the pathogenic species are 
closely re lated to one another. Many Trichomonas sp.  are harm less commensals; 
only a few are regu larly pathogeni '::; .  In  vertebrates they genera l ly i nhabit the 
reproductive/ ur inogenital tracts, d igestive tracts and sometimes the respiratory tract 
within the nasal  passages. In both domestic and wi ld an imals ,  these flagel lates are 
often more abundant i n  d iarrhetic faeces than any other material and i n  genera l  
seem to be more pathogenic in  these an i r  ,a ls than in  man (Noble and Noble,  1 964) .  
1 .5 TR ICHOMO NAS GALLINAE 
Trichomonas gal/inae has the fol lo;:ing synonyms;  Cercomonas gallinae, C. 
heaticum, T. columbae, T. diversa and T. halli. The bird is the only natural host of T. 
gallinae (Stabler ,  1 954) and it pr incipal ly resides in Columbiformes, which act as both 
reservoir and host to th is organism.  I t  a lso i nfects Falcon iformes and Strig iformes 
b i rds ,  though d iu rna l  raptors are mo�e often i nfected than owls ,  for whom 
Columbiformes are not a major food source (P0kras et ai, 1 993) (Figure 9). 
2 
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FIGURE I Trich omon as ga llinae from the i ntestin" of poultry Rnrl othpr blr" � 
1 Domestic pigeon. Note concentration of granules In axial area. 
2.  Domestic turkey. Dried smear, stained with Giemsa; courtesy Dr. Hawn. 
Note double marginal filament. 
3.  Red-tailed hawk. 
5 Sparrow hawk (kestrel) 
4 Golden eagle. 
6 Red-shouldered hawk. 
} Raptors acquire 
T. galiLnae thrcugh 
ingest Lng in(ec:cd prey 
(Stabler, courtesy of Jour Morpho/.l INoble and Koble, 196�1 
Journal of Wildlife Rehabilitation 
Figure 9 :  Trichomonas gallinae from the intestine of  pou ltry and other 
birds .  (Taken from Journal of Morphology. Noble and Noble, 1 964) .  
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T gallinae principal ly infects the upper digestive tract, Includ r g  t e mouth . 
oesophagus crop and proventricu lus ,  (F igure 1 0) but the organism 'nay spread to 
the l Iver, l ungs ,  and other Internal organs (BonDurant and Honlgberg 992 ) 
I 
Major infection sites 
for Trichomonas gallinae 
(in Bold face type) 
DIgestive System 
Rock Dove (Columbia Livia) 
Liver 
(rIght lobe) 
Jej u n u m  
I 
Refen:nces Farner 1960: 
Slurloe 1976. Welly and Bapusla 1 988 
Zls\A" ler and Farner 1 972 
I Proclor 1 9931 
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Figure 1 0 : Major infection sites for Trichomonas gallinae i . e .  oeso
phagus , crop 
and proventricu lus . (Drawing by Patrick Lynch . Taken from
 'Manua l  
of  Ornithology. Avian Structure and Function '  by Proctor and
 
Lynch. )  
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1 5 1  Distribution and importance 
2 8  
Stabler ( 1 969) considered that most wild and  a lmost a l l  domestic pigeons are 
infected with T. gaflinae as the protozoan has a cosmopolitan d istri bution . I t  has 
been transported around the world by humans,  for example by European settlers 
who brought pigeons and doves from Europe to North America (Pokras ,  et a/ 1 993) .  
The organism i n  N orth America was relatively unknown unti l i t  started infecting 
domestic flocks. Along with major economic impact on those who breed doves and 
pigeons, bird hunters have a lso been affected because trichomonosis may be a 
major selective factor of game bird populgtio!1s (Marquardt and Demaree, 1 985) . 
The organ ism is also of concern to wild l ife rehabi l i tators because it can be a common 
and preventable cause of death in  captive raptors and Columbiformes (Harden,  
1 996) .  The protozoan can a lso have detrimental effects on wi ld populations of b irds 
when introduced and there is a theory tha� T gallinae might have contributed to the 
decl ine of the passenger pigeon (Co,'r.r:nba migratoria) (Cooper, 1 993) .  I n  addition ,  
Pepler  and Oettle ( 1 992) suggest that  � ga/linae might be adversely affecti ng 
breeding success of fa lconidae in  Southern .t\frica and Harmon et al ( 1 987) detected 
T. gaflinae in endangered Ga lapagos dO'/es where domestic pigeons were present 
on the is lands.  
C HAPTER I I  
AI M S  AND OBJECT I VES 
2 .0  A i m  
The a i m  o f  th is study was to assess the preva lence o f  Trichomonas sp. i n  the 
domestic pigeon (Columba livia) population, in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi ,  and its 
impact on fa lcon health. 
2 . 1  S pec ific objectives 
The specific objectives of the studies described in  th is report were as fol lows: 
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• To determ ine the prevalence of Trichomonas sp. in the free-l iv ing and captive pigeon 
populations in  Abu Dhabi Emirate . 
• To determ ine the prevalence of trichomonosis in  the free-l iving and captive pigeon 
populat ions in  Abu Dhabi Emirate. 
• To determine the species of Trichomonas sp.  present in  the free-flying and captive 
pigeon populations of Abu Dhabi Emirate .  
• To determ ine the survival rate of Trichomonas sp.  in  pigeon carcasses ,  at -20 oe, 
from 2-24 hours .  
• To compare the prevalence of trichomonosis in  fa lcons treated at the Su i  man Falcon 
Hospita l in  Bahra in  and the Dubai Fa lcon Hospital and the Abu Dhabi Fa lcon 
Research Hospita l .  
• To determine how aware falconers are of health matters re lating to their fa lcons and 
trichomonosis i n  particular .  
C H A PT E R  I I I  
MATE R I ALS A ND M ETHODS 
3 .0  STUDY AREA 
The U nited Arab Emi rates (UAE) l ies on the Arabian Gulf with a coast l ine of  about 
650 kms. I t  covers an area of about 77 ,000km square ,  most of which is flat desert 
except for the Eastern s ide of the Peninsula, which IS  mountainous.  The UAE has 
hot, humid summers and the annual rai nfa l l  i s  less than 1 00mm which general ly fa l ls  
duri ng the winter when the weather is m i lder. Sand storms blow in  the spring from 
the North  and North-west. 
The UAE is a federation of seven Emirates that border with Qatar, Oman and Saudi 
Arabia .  The largest Emi rate is Abu Dhabi Emirate which consists of 87% of the tota l 
area of the UAE ,  and Ajman is the smal lest Emirate making u p  only 0 .33% of the 
tota l .  Before the  d iscovery of  o i l ,  i n  1 958, the economy of  the  country was l im ited 
primari ly to oasis agricu lture ,  fish ing ,  pearl ing and trade with ne ighbouring countries 
Oil now represents 95% of total exports and 70% of the GN P. 
Research for this thes is was conducted main ly around the city of AI Ain, which is an 
in land oasis city and the second largest city in  the Emi rate of Abu Dhabi .  In  addition ,  
research was conducted in  the UAE capita l of Abu Dhabi a n d  in  Dubai ,  the capital of 
the second largest Em irate of the UAE (Figure 1 1 . ) 
3 . 1  P R EVA L E N C E  STUDY I N  CA PTIVE A N D  FREE-FLYI NG POPULATIONS 
OF P I G EONS FOR TR ICHOMONADS AND TRICHOMONOSIS LESIONS 
3 .01  S u rvey of  two popu lat ions of  p igeons 
� 
Two populations of pigeons, free-l iving and captIve , were surveyed in and 
around the cItIes of AI A in ,  and Abu Dhabi  (Figure 1 1 ) .  
..... 
Figure 1 1 : 
a 
T.Ii, 
• M.dln.-t z.y.d 










Map of the U n ited Arab Emi rates showing the location of the 
cit ies of AI Ain, Abu Dhabi and Dubai .  
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3 0 1 1 Captive pigeons 
• A total of 90 and 60 captive pigeons were purchased from the an imal  markets of AI 
Am (Figures 1 2  1 3) and Abu Dhabi ,  respectively ,  in  the months of January to June 
1 997 The owners of the shops were told that the pigeons were needed to feed 
fa lcons and then it was left to them to select the birds ApproxImately 1 5  pigeons 
were purchased on each tnp to the animal markets 
• Once purchased, the pigeons were placed in a cage measuring 1 m by 1 5m by 
1 5m The cage was fu rnished with appropnate perches and an adequate supply of 
food and water were presented every day 
• On the day of purchase, or a maxImum of two days later, the pigeons were 
exam ined for the presence of trichomonads and trichomonosls lesions. Pigeons 
shoWIng negative to both tnchomonads and lesions were released immediate ly .  
• I n  add it ion to  the an ima l  market pigeons,  40 pigeons captured by the munIc ipa l ity 
and kept at AI Ain Zoo for d istribution to falconers were examined for trichomonads. 
F igure 1 2 : The an imal market in  AI Ain 
(Photograph by Theri Bai ley). 
Figure 1 3  Pigeons i n  cages at the an imal  market in  AI A ln .  
(Photograph by Theri Bai ley) .  
3 0 1 2  Free-flYing pigeons 
3 3  
• Between the months of Apri l  and June 1 997, 60 free-liv ing pigeons were trapped In 
the eaves of barns at a sheep farm in AI Ain (F igure 1 4) .  
• At first an  attempt was made to trap the pigeons uS ing a ba ited ladder trap (Bub ,  
1 99 1 )  but th is  trap proved unsuccessfu l .  
• Long-handled hand-nets were then resorted to  and proved very efficient .  The 
pigeons were trapped at n ight when they were roosting in  the eaves of the barns. A 
br ight beamed head torch was used to dazzle the b i rds whi le the net head was 
placed over them.  Once the pigeons flew from their perches they became entangled 
in  the net and were trapped. 
3 4  
• As with the captive pigeons,  these birds were placed In  a cage and examined with in 
2 days for the presence or absence of tr lchomonosls lesions and trlchomonads 
Pigeons showing negative to both trlchomonads and lesions were released 
Immediate ly .  
F igure 1 4  S heep farm, In AI Ain , where free-fly ing pigeons were trapped i n  
the  eaves of the barns. 
3 .02  E xam i nat ion of p igeons for trichomonads 
The methodology adopted to d iagnose i nfection was accompl ished by d irect 
microscopIc examination of matenal scraped from the ora l cavity of infected birds 
(Stabler 1 95 1 a) Other procedures In the examination were adaptations of 
methodologies described by Greiner and Ritchie (1 995) and Tarr ( 1 996) ,  who 
conducted a study on Tnchomonas sp In doves and bustards at AI Aln Zoo 
• A wet mount preparation was made uSing 0 9% physiological sa l ine solut ion This 
solut ion was warmed to 36 - 41 DC , i n  a water bath ,  to m in im ise the effects of 
temperature shock on the parasite. 
• Each pigeon was Immobl l ised ins ide a cotton bag, with a hole cut for the neck to 
protrude Sam ples were col lected from the oropharynx using a steri le cotton swab 
that had been soaked in  the wet mount solution (Figure 1 5) .  
F igure 1 5 : Oropharyngeal sample being taken from an immobi l ised pigeon.  
(Photograph by Tom Bai ley) .  
• A few drops of l iquid from the cotton swab were placed on a standard microscopy 
g lass s l ide with a cover s l ip  and exami ned microscopical ly at X400, using phase 
contrast, within 5 minutes. This was i n  l ine with Gre iner  and Ritchie's ( 1 995) bel ief 
that a d i rect smear is  best for detecti ng moti le protozoan trophozoites (Giard ia , 
Trichomonas or Hexamita) and that samples should be diagnosed with in  1 5  minutes 
because after th is time they may be non-viable. 
• The fi rst three procedures were repeated a second t ime to ensure that two samples 
from each pigeon were examined. 
• For samples prepared for photography and identification by l ight m icroscope at a 
later date, the fi rst two procedures were conducted , but then a smear was made on 
a sl ide wh ich was then a i r-dried and sta ined with Rapi-d iff I I  (Diagnostic 
Developments, U K) .  
• The pigeons were class ified as negative i f  n o  trichomonads were detected in  both 
samples col lected from each b i rd .  The pigeons were classified as posit ive if 
trichomonads were detected in either of the two wet mount samples col lected from 
each b ird .  The infect ion density i .e .  number of trichomonads per X400 microscopic 
field, was determ ined us ing the fol lowing grading system (Table 1 ) : 
Table 1 :  Relations h i p  between i nfect ion density of tric homonads 
( per  X400 microscopic f ie ld)  and g rade. 
Infection density Grade 
(per X400)  
0 0 
1 -5 1 
6-1 5 2 
1 5+ 3 
commonly found .  The alimentary tract was i nspected by open ing the mouth and 
I ns pectin g  the oral cavity and the proximal and d istal oesophagus was opened a long 
its length from oropharynx and the crop, to the proventriculus,  us ing scissors. 
• Any lesions found were d issected out and photographed , along side a sca le ,  on a 
( 
photograph ic box. I n  addit ion, the lesions were preserved in  1 0% buffered formol-
sa l ine and sent to the Central Veter inary Research Laboratory , in  Dubai ,  for 
h istopathology. 
• The carcasses were incinerated after post-mortem.  
3.04 C u ltur ing  techn iques 
In order to assist with identification studies and isolation for photography, some of 
the t richomonad samples were cultured using the fo l lowing method: 
• Clausen's media was prepared according to the methodology by the Central 
Veterinary Laboratory (CVL, New Haw, U K) (Append ix 1 ) . The media was then 
stored in a fridge u nt i l  requ ired . 
• A steri le swab was taken from a l ive pigeon in  the manner described in  the section 
' Examinat ion of pigeons for trichomonads' .  
• The swab was then placed in  a via l  of the cultu re warmed to 4 1
°
C i n  a water bath ,  
and the l id loosely t ightened for aerobic condit ions . 
• The sample was left i n  the water bath at 4 1  DC and examined every day under a 
microscope. Any samples contaminated with fungi were discarded. 
3 . 2  TRICHOMONAS SP.  I DENTI F ICATION STUDY I N  P IGEONS 
I dentificat ion of trichomonads requ i res special ist morphologica l identification .  
r 
Laboratory testi ng of samples consisted of d i rect m icroscopic examination for the 
presence of protozoa and a cu ltural technique to increase the sensitivity of detection 
when only low numbers a re present. 
• Twelve v ia ls from 4 birds found positive for Trichomonas sp. were sent to the CVL 
for species identification .  To ensure the maximum chance of the trichomonads 
surv iving ,  three samples were taken from each positive pigeon and cultured in  
C lausen's medium (Appendix 1 )  two days, one day and s ix hours before they were 
transported from the UAE to the UK .  The via ls were placed in a thermosflask 
conta in i ng water at 37 DC in an  attempt to mainta in a constant temperature .  
• As per the ' I mportat ion of An imals Pathogens Order 1 980' and under l icence number 
AHZ/963/93/4 , the thermosflask contain ing the samples was placed in  sealed leak-
proof p lastic bag . The inner and outer surface of th is bag was swabbed with 
d is infectant and labeled as 'Avian Parasites ' .  To ensure rapid transport of the 
samples,  a cour ier col lected the samples at Heathrow a i rport and del ivered them to 
the CVL.  
• At the CVL, the samples were immediately cultured i n  C lausen's medium upon 
arriva l .  Examination of the medium 7 days post- inocu lation demonstrated the 
presence of trichomonads which were then examined morphological ly by scanning 
e lectron microscopy. For this procedure, viable cultures were centrifuged at 500g for 
1 5  minutes and the resu ltant pel let was resuspended at in 3% gl utaraldehyde In 
0 . 1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7 . 4 .  This was then left to fix at 4 °C overn ight. 
Droplets of the suspension were spread onto 1 3mm diameter sta inless steel and 
glass cover-s l ips which h ad been pre-coated with 0 . 1 % aqueous polylyslne 
hydrobromide.  The cover-sl i ps were placed in  a custom bui lt carousel and washed 
three times in phosphate buffer. Secondary fixation was carried out with 2% osmium 
tetroxide for two hours.  
• The samples, sti l l  i n  the i r  carousel ,  were then washed three times in  phosphate 
buffer, dehydrated through a series of g raded ethanols and fina l ly placed in acetone. 
The carousel was submitted to critica l-point dry ing using an  acetone/ carbon dioxide 
system.  When d ried,  the cover-sl ips were attached to a lumin ium sample stubs using 
s i lver conducti ng paint a nd a l lowed to a i r  d ry overnight. The samples were then 
sputter coated with a th in layer of gold (approximately 30nm th ickness) and loaded 
on an eight place specimen holder in a Stereoscan S250 Mark I I I  Scann ing Electron 
M icroscope (Taylor et aI, 1 994) .  
• I n  addit ion to identify ing the trichomonads, the protozoans were cryopreserved,  for 
the CVL reference col lection, for futu re identification and teaching purposes. The 
method employed for the cryopreservation of the trichomonads is outl ined below 
1 .  A 24-48 hour old cu lture of Clausen's med ium was prepared . 
2 .  The trichomonads were sed imented by centrifugation a t  1 500rpm for 1 0  
minutes i n  a Centaur  2 centrifuge. 
3. The t richomonads were resuspended i n  thioglycolate broth conta in ing 20% 
DMSO and then a l iquoted i nto cryotubes. 
4. The cryotubes were cooled at 0.9 °C per minute for 30 minutes and 1 . 1  0C 
f 
per minute for 1 hour  and 30 minutes before being plunged into l iqu id 
n itrogen .  
5.  The trichomonads were revived by br ing ing them up to room temperatu re 
before placing them into Clausen's med ium.  
3.3 TR ICHOMONOSIS P REVALENCE STUDY I N  FALCONS 
-l l  
• With approval from the Dubai  Falcon Hospital (DFH) ,  paper (Riddle et aI, 1 995,  
1 996) and computer records were searched to determine the number of 
trichomonosis cases treated i n  the hospital years, 1 985 ,  1 986, 1 995,  and 1 996 A 
less extensive search was a lso done at the Abu Dhabi Falcon Research Hospital 
(ADFRH) for the years 1 995 and 1 996. Less research was done at th is hospital 
because it i s  a private hospital to His Highness Sheikh Zayed bin S ultan AI Nahyan 
and therefore sees less fa lcons of fewer owners and because the records were not 
as accessible.  
• The key words used i n  the search at both hospitals were 'Trichomonosis' ,  
'Trichomonas' ,  'Frounce' , 'Spartrix', and 'Emtry l '  and the information gathered about 
each case was as fol lows: 
1 .  Case number 
2 Date of admission 
3 S pecies 
4 .  Sex 
5.  Age (i . e .  whether immature or adult) 
3.4 T R I C HOMONAD S U RVIVAL TRIAL 
• Sixty p igeons that screened pos itive for Trichomonas sp were sacrificed and the 
whole in tact carcass subjected to freezing at -20 cC.  The pigeons were placed in  a 
chest freezer side by s ide and at a depth of 20 cms from the top of the freezer. Care 
was taken not to overlap the pigeons. 
• Ten pigeons were then removed from the freezer at the fo l lowing time periods; 1 
hour, 2 hours ,  4 hours, 6 hours, 1 2  hours and 24 hours .  
• Once the pigeons were defrosted enough to open the beak, an oropharyngeal swab 
was taken and examined in the manner a l ready described in the prevalence study. 
At t ime interva ls  exceeding two hours of freezing ,  i t  was d iscovered that a l l  the 
pigeons needed to be defrosted for at least one hour before it was possib le to open 
their mouths to conduct swabbing. The trichomonads were considered as either 
dead or  non v iable when no movement of the flagel la were detected .  
• A post-mortem examination of  the pigeons was conducted in  the manner described 
in the prevalence study in  pigeons.  
3.5 FALCON H EA LTH AWA R E N ESS STUDY AMONGST FA LCONERS 
• From August to the end of September 1 997, 50 questionnaires (Appendix 1 4) were 
conducted to determine what falconers understand about trichomonosis and what 
they are feeding their  fa lcons.  
• 30 of these q uestionna i res were completed at the DFH and i n  the AI Ain and 
Sweihan areas.  The DFH was chosen ,  over any other in  the UAE, because it is a 
publ ic hospital and therefore treats falcons belonging to fa lconers from every Emirate 
and of a l l  socia l  backgrounds.  Of the 20 fa lconers questioned in  the AI Ain and 
Sweihan area, 1 0  were selected randomly th rough meeting them in  the shops 
se l l ing and treating falcons in  AI Ain, and 8 were fa lconers targeted through personal 
connections .  
• The fa lconers were asked the questions either in  Arabic or Engl ish by the author, or 
an Arabic speaking assistant. In addit ion to asking the q uestions verbal ly ,  the 
falconers were a l lowed to read the q uestions in  Arabic to ensure that the fa lconers 
thorough ly  understood the q uestions.  An attempt was made to try and get falconers 
on a one to one basis so that their answers were not b iased by answers g iven by on­
lookers. 
• In order to determine whether or not fa lconers could identify the d isease 
trichomonosis , they were shown fou r  p ictures of the d isease, three of which showed 
trichomonosis lesions in the mouth of saker fa lcons and one showed trichomonosis 
lesions in the abdomen of a falcon (F igure 1 6) .  
• The verbal answers were marked down on an answer sheet. 
Figure 1 6  Falconer answering questionna ire at the Dubai Falcon Hospita l .  
3.6 STATISTICAL METHODS A N D  ANALYSIS  
-l .-
The data were coded and entered i nto a computer and processed on an IBM-PC 
compatible com puter of the Department of Community M edicine, Faculty of Med icine 
and Health Sciences at the Un ited Arab Emi rates U niversity. The statistical software 
package, Statistical Packages for Social Science (SPSS) ,  Norusis ( 1 992) was used 
to perform al l  statistical analysis and the Harvard Graphics Package was used for 
graphing bar charts ,  l ine d iagrams and pie charts . 
Data were expressed as mean and standard deviat ion (SO) un less otherwise stated . 
Chi-square analysis was performed to test for d ifferences in  proport ions of 
categorical variab les between two or more groups.  In 2 by 2 tables,  the Fisher's 
exact test (two tai led) replaced the chi-square test of the assumptions underlying chi­
squared v io lated , namely in  case of smal l  sample size and where the expected 
frequency is less than 5 in any of the cel ls .  Student t-test was used to ascertain the 
s ign ificance in differences between mean values of two contin uos variables and 
Mann-Whitney test was used for non-parametric d ist ribution . One-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) was employed for comparison of several group means of 
cont inuous variables. The Spearman ran k  corre lat ion coefficient was used to 
eval uate the strength of association between two continuous variables. Odds ratio 
(OR) and the i r  95% confidence interva ls (C l )  was calcu lated by us ing Mantel­
Haenszel test (EP 1 6  I N FO Version 6, 1 994). The level p< 0 .05 was considered as 
the cut-off value for significance. 
C HAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
4.0 PREVA L E N C E STUDY I N  CAPTIVE A N D  FREE -FLYI NG POPULATIONS 
O F  P IGEONS FOR TR ICHOMONADS A N D  TRIC HOMONOSIS LESIONS 
4.01 P reva lence of trichomonads in  p igeons 
-1-6 
The resu lts of the study conducted on the prevalence of trichomonads in  250 
pigeons (Table 2 and Appendices 2 ,  3,  4 ,  5) ,  showed that a total of 48% of al l  
( 
pigeons sampled, had trichomonads in their  oropha rynx. At the four  locations; 60%, 
68 .3%,  35% and 1 0% of the pigeons sa:npled from the AI Ain an imal  market, Abu 
Dhabi animal market, sheep farm , and the AI Ain Zoo respectively were positive for 
trichomonads.  A sig n ificant d ifference was found between pigeons positive for 
tnchomonads at a l l  fou r  locations ,  the most s ign ificant difference being between the 
AI  Ain Zoo pigeons and the two an ima l  markets . I n  addition ,  when the resu lts of the 
positive pigeons from the AI Ain Zoo , AI  Ain an imal  market and Abu Dhabi an ima l  
market were grouped together to  represent the captive group of pigeons and 
compared to the resu lts of the presence of trichomonads in the free-fly ing sheep 
farm pigeons, a very s ign ificant d ifference (p = 0 .000 1 )  was noted (Table 3) .  
The resu lts of the survey a lso showed an average density score , in  a X400 
microscopic fie ld ,  of positive pigeons of 1 . 56, 1 . 25,  2 .25  and 1 . 5 in the AI Ain an ima l  
market, Abu Dhab i  an ima l  market, A I  Ain Zoo and sheep farm pigeons respectively 
and an  average of 1 .64 in  tota l (Table 4). This means that on average those pigeons 
with trichomonads had a density that ranged from 1 to more than 5 but less than 1 5  
per X400 fie ld .  (F igure 1 7) .  
Table 2: S u rvey of captive and free-f ly ing popu lat ions of pigeons 
and thei r  exami nation for trichomonads 
Locat ion Tota l no.  of Tota l no. of Percentage Percentage 
p igeons pigeons with with with 
s u rveyed trichomcnads trichomonads les ions 
seen 
AI  Ain Ma rket 90 54 60% 3.3% 
(ca ptive) r 
Abu Dhab i  60 41  68.3% 0 
M arket 
( ca ptive) 
A I  A i n  Zoo 40 4 1 0% 0 
(captive) 
S heep Farm 60 2 1  35% 0 
( F ree-fly ing )  
Tota l 250 1 20 48% 1 .2% 
Table 3: Stat ist ical  s i g n ificance of re lationsh ip  between number of 





1 . 56 
1 . 25 
2 .25  
1 . 5 
1 .64 
A l A i n  Abu  Dhabi  A I  A in  Zoo Sheep Farm F ree-fly ing  
M arket Market 
AI A i n  M arket 0 . 035 * 0 . 0001  * 0 .0209 * -
Abu D hab i  0 . 035 * 0 .0001 * 0 .0445 * -
Market 
AI A i n  Zoo 0 . 0001  * 0 . 000 1 * 0 .004 * -
S heep Farm 0 . 0209 * 0 .0445 * 0.004 * -
Captive - - - -
* Significant 
Captive = AI Ain M a rket, Abu Dhabi Market and AI  Ain Zoo pigeons 










































































































A slgnrficant d ifference « 0 05)  was noted between the scores in the pigeons 
between a l l  the locations except between the Abu Dhabi an ima l  market and the AI 
Ain an imal  market and the may be a s ign ificant d ifference between the captive and 
free-flying pigeon populat ions (Table 4) .  The study also revea led (Table 2) that 1 . 2% 
of the pigeons seen had trichomonosis lesion that could be readi ly seen when the 
mouth was inspected . However, a 3.3% incidence of trichomonosis lesions was 
seen In the AI Ain an imal market pigeons, examined before post-mortem , but no 
lesions were detected in  the other three groups of b irds .  A s ign if icant d ifference was 
shown between the A I  Ain an imal  market pigeons and the pigeons from the other 
locat ions,  but no s ign i ficant d ifference was detected between any of the other pigeon 
groups except a low s ign ificance between the free-flying and capt ive pigeons (p = 
0 .048) (Table 5) .  
As the an ima l  markets and AI  Ain Zeo pigeons represent a captive pigeon 
population ,  the mean infection of these b i rds with trichomonads was 52% with a 
3 .3% incidence of trichomonosis lesion .  This is a s ign ificant d ifference from the 35% 
of the free-fly ing pigeons infected at the sheep farm with no incidence of 
trichomonosis lesions. With these find ings,  there is therefore a 48% i ncidence of the 
presence of trichomonads and a 1 . 2% i ncidence of trichomonosis lesion in the total 
capt ive and free-liv ing populat ions of pigeons sampled . However, there is a previous 
h istory of zoo pigeons being medicated against the protozoan before giv ing them to 
the fa lconers for feeding their falcons.  I f  the figures for the zoo b i rds a re therefore 
removed , the figu re for i nfection in captive pigeons needs to be adjusted to 63% (95/ 
1 50) and that for the total incidence of tr ichomonads present to 55.2% ( 1 1 6/ 2 1 0) 
and 1 42% for the presence of trichomonosis lesions. 
Table 4 :  
A I  A i n  
Ma rket 
A b u  D h a b i  
M arket 
AI A i n  Zoo 
S heep 
Farm 
C a ptive 
Table 5:  
A I  A i n  
M arket 
Abu Dhab i  
M arket 
AI A i n  Zoo 
S heep 
Farm 
C a ptive 
Statist ica l s ign if icance of re lat ionsh ip  between parasite dens ity 
scores of p igeons,  denoting the mean i nfect ion dens ity of 
tr ichomonads, and locations.  
A l A in  Abu Dhab i  A I  A in  Zoo Sheep Farm Free-fly ing  
Ma rket Market 
0 .8539 - 0 . 000 1 * 0.0054 * -
, 
0 .8539 0 .025 * 0 . 0060 * - -
0 . 0001  * 0 .025 * - 0 .0090 * -
0 . 0054 * 0 .0060 * 0 .0090 * - -
- - - - 0.0522 
Statist ica l s ig n if icance of re lationsh ip  betwee n  percentage of 
p igeons with trichomonos i s  and location .  
A l A i n  A b u  Dhab i  A I  A in  Zoo S heep Farm F ree-fly i ng  
Market Market 
0 .004 * 0 . 0 1 7 * 0 .004 * - -
0 .004 * , 1 . 00 1 .00 - -
0 . 0 1 7 * 1 . 00 0 .003 * - -
0 .004 * 1 . 00 0 . 003 * - -
0.048 * - - - -
* Sign ificant 
Captive = AI Ain Market, Abu Dhabi Market and AI Ain Zoo pigeons 
Free-fly ing = Sheep farm pigeons 
4.02 P ost-mo rtem exami nat ion of p igeons for  tri chomonosis les ions 
5 1  
Table 6 :  P ost-mo rtem examinat ion of p igeons showing the percentage of 
les ions found i n  each of the sexes and at each a natomica l  s ite. 
No. and % No.  and % with S ite of les ions 
undergo ing post- les ions 
mortem 
M a le 28 (62%) 3 (60%) Oropharynx ( 1 00%) 
Fema le 1 7  (38%) 2 (40%) Oropharynx ( 1 00%) 
Tota l 45 ( 1 00%) 5 ( 1 1 %) Oropharynx ( 1 00%) 
Of the 45 pigeons that were pos itive with trlchomonads and surveyed for 
tr lchomonosls lesions through post-mortem,  62% of these pigeons were males and 
38% females (Table 6 and Appendix 6) .  In tota l ,  1 1  % (5) of the pigeons had lesions 
d iscovered through post-mortem,  and al l  of these lesions were located In  the 
oropharynx of the birds (F igure 1 8 , 1 9) .  
Figure 1 8 · Trichomonosis lesion on the lower mandib le of a pigeon 
observed at post-mortem (Photograph by Theri Ba i ley) . 
F igure 1 9: Tnchomonosis lesion In  the oropharynx of a pigeon examined at 
post-mortem (Photograph by Theri Bai ley) .  
- ..,  
4 . 1  TRICHOMONA S SP.  I D ENTIF ICATION STUDY I N  P IGEONS 
5 3  
The report of the identifi cation of the pigeon trichomonads by the Central Veteri nary 
Laboratory (CVL), U K, stated that the species isolated was Trichomonas gallinae 
(Appendix 7) .  This identification was based on the protozoans predi lection site and 
morphologica l characteristics including size, the presence of 4 anterior flagel la and 
an  undu lating membrane,  and an absence of a tra i l ing flagel lum (F igure 21 - 24) .  
Further correspondence with researchers at the CVL confi rmed that the 
tnchomonads had been successfu l ly frozen in l iquid n i trogen and will now form a part 
of the CVL reference col lection .  TEM attempted at the UAE Un iversity managed to 
photograph several trichomonads (F igure 20). 
Figure 20: Transmission E lectron M icroscope image of Trichomonas gallinae. 
(Photograph taken by Paul  Lawrence of UAE University) .  
Figure 2 1  Scann ing E lectron M icroscope Image of Trichomonas gallinae 
(Photograph taken by the Central Veterinary Laboratory , U K) .  
Figure 22 Scanning Electron Microscope Image of Trichomonas gal/mae . 
(Photograph taken by the Centra l Veter inary Laboratory, UK) 
Figure 23 Scanning Electron M icroscope Image of Tnchomonas gal/mae 
(Photograph taken by the Central Vetennary Laboratory, U K) 
Figure 24: Scann ing Electron Microscope Image of Trichomonas gallinae 
(Photograph taken by the Central Veterinary Laboratory , U K) 
4 .2  TRICHOMONOS I S  PREVA L E N C E  STU DY IN  FALCONS 
The resu lts of  Table 7 show clearly that there was' a h igher number of  falcons with 
trichomonosis at the Su i  man Falcon Hospita l ,  i n  Bahra in , in the years 1 987 to 1 993 
compared with fa lcons presenting with the d isease at the Dubai Fa lcon Hospital 
(DFH) , in  the UAE. This can be surmise'd because even though data col lected from 
the DFH IS for 1 985 and 1 986, i . e .  two years before the start of the Bahra in study by 
Samour et al ( 1 995) , the percentage of falcons being treated for trichomonosis is 
m uch lower i .e .  6 .57% as compared to 3 1 .2% treated for the d isease in  Bahra in .  
Results a lso ind icate that there has been a 1 .69% decrease i n  the number of fa lcons 
being treated for trichomonosis in  the DFH over a ten year period ( i . e .  1 985-1 986 
and 1 995- 1 996), despite a 7 . 33 fold increase in the total number of fa lcons being 
brought to the hospital for treatment .  In addit ion, resu lts ind icate that ,  in  the two year 
period, 1 995- 1 996, there was a g reater number of falcons being presented with 
t richomonosis at the DFH (4.88%) as compared with the Abu Dhabi Fa lcon Research 
Hospital (ADFRH) ( 1 . 1 2%)  
Examin ing raw data i n  Append ices 1 0  - 1 3 and  resu lts in Tables 8 and 9 show that 
the saker fa lcons was the species that formed the h ighest percentage of cases of 
trichomonosis at the DFH in  1 985 ( 1 00%), 1 986 (90%) ,  1 995 (65 .7%) and 1 996 
(68 .9%) (a lso F igures 25 and26) .  The peregrine falcon was the species forming the 
second h ighest percentage of cases with trichomonosis at the hospital . Gyr falcons ,  
gyr-sake r  and gyr-peregrine hybrid fa lcons and lanner  fa lcons were a lso presented 
with trichomonosis, but in much lower numbers More specifica l l y ,  immature ,  female 
fa lcons were the most numerous group of  falcons presenting with trichomonosis at 
the DFH for the years 1 995 and 1 996 (Tables 8 ,  9) .  In 1 995, 74 . 1  % of fa lcons were 
immature and i n  1 996, the figu re was 70 . 1  "/0 . 
4.2  TR IC HOMONOSIS  P R EVALENCE STUDY I N  FALCONS 
': 8  
The resu lts of Table 7 show clearly that there was' a h igher number of  fa lcons with 
trichomonosis at the Su lman Falcon Hospita l ,  in Bahrain , in the years 1 987 to 1 993 
compared with fa lcons presenting with the disease at the Dubai  Falcon Hospital 
(DF H) ,  in  the UAE. This can be surmised because even though d ata col lected from 
the DFH is for 1 985 and 1 986, i . e .  two years before the start of the Bahrain study by 
Samour et a/ ( 1 995) ,  the percentage of fa lcons being treated for trichomonosis is 
m uch lower i . e .  6 .57% as compared to 3 1 .2% treated for the d isease in  Bahra in .  
Results also ind icate that there has been a 1 .69% decrease in  the number of fa lcons 
being treated for trichomonosis in  the DFH over a ten year period (i .e .  1 985-1 986 
and 1 995- 1 996),  despite a 7 . 33  fold increase in the total n umber of fa lcons being 
brought to the hospital for treatment. In addition ,  resu lts ind icate that ,  in  the two year 
period , 1 995- 1 996, there was a g reater number of fa lcons being presented with 
trichomonosis at the DFH (4 . 88%) as compared with the Abu Dhabi  Fa lcon Research 
Hospital (ADFRH) ( 1 . 1 2%) 
Examin ing raw data in  Appendices 1 0  - 1 3 and results in  Tables 8 and 9 show that 
the saker falcons was the species that formed the h ighest percentage of cases of 
trichomonosis at the DFH in 1 985 (1 00%), 1 986 (90%) , 1 995 (65. 7%) and 1 996 
(68 .9%) (a lso F igures 25 and26) .  The pereg,:ne falcon was the s pecies form ing the 
second h ighest percentage of cases with trichomonosis at the hospita l .  Gyr fa lcons,  
gyr-saker and gyr-peregrine hybrid  falcons and lanner falcons were also presented 
with trichomonosis ,  but in  m uch lower numbers . More specifica l ly, immature , female 
fa lcons were the most numerous group of falcons presenting wi th  trichomonosis at  
the DFH for the years 1 995 and 1 996 (Tables 8 ,  9) . In  1 995 ,  74 . 1  % of  falcons were 
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In these same years, 85 2% ( 1 995) and 90 2% ( 1 996) of fa lcons were female 
(Tables 8 and 9) The results also indicate that Immature female.  saker fa lcons 
were the dominant g roup presenting with t rlchomonosls I mmature , female 
peregr ine fa lcons were the second largest g roup I n  a l l  the other species of falcons, 
the disease was a lso reported more In immature female fa lcons than In  adult 
females or  either Immature or adu lt m31es 
In those fa lcons treated for trichom')llosis, treatment was given either as a resu lt of 
cl i n ical d iagnOSIs only or with laboratory support .  With laboratory support ,  the 
protozoans were detected by m icroscopic examination of a wet smear taken from 
the oropharynx.  I n  1 995 and 1 996 approximately half of a l l  fa lcons were treated 
after the cases were cl in ical ly d iagnosed with laboratory support and ha lf  were 
treated after c l in ical d iagnosis on ly bL1t without laboratory support .  However, in  
1 995, 68 8% of a l l  ma les were treated as a result  of  cl in ical d iagnosIs without 
laboratory support .  In addition ,  In 1 996, the c l in ic ian chose to treat 67.6% of 
peregrines presenting with trichomonosis without laboratory support (Tables 8 and 9) 
The results of F igure 27 clearly show seasona l  variation in the percentage of fa lcons 
presenting with trichomonos is  The distribution of  positivity of  the disease was 
highest In  October ( 1 9 2%) but also h igh in November ( 1 5 .2%) ,  December ( 1 7 6%) ,  
January ( 1 1 2%) and February ( 1 0 4%) .  The d istribution of  positivity of  the d isease 
was lowest In  June (0 .8%) but also low in  March (6.4%) through to Septembe r  (4%). 
The period October to March i s  considered by falconers as the tra in ing and hunting 
season and the per iod Apri l  to September as the moulting season .  When the 
fa lconry calendar is divided into these two elements then 80% of the falcons were 
treated for trlchomonosls i n  the tra in ing and hunting season and 20% i n  the moult ing 












































































































































































































































































































































































4.3  TR ICHOMONA D  S U RVIVAL TRIALS 
Tab le  1 0 : S u rv ival  t ime of tr ichomonads i n  the orophary nx of pigeon 
carcasses frozen at  -20 °C for 1 -24 h rs .  
T ime ( H o u rs )  1 2 4 
No. surv iv ing  9 / 1 0 9 / 1 0 7 / 1 0 
% s u rv iv ing  90% 90% 70% 
N ote: * plus 1 hour  for thawing before examination. 
6* 1 2* 24* 
1 / 1 0  0 / 1 0 0 /  1 0  
1 0% 0% 0% 
Table 1 0  and F igure 29,  demonstrate that with i ncreased freezing t ime, the numbers 
of t richomonads surviv ing in the oropharynx of pigeons decreases. N inety percent ,  
70%, 1 0  % of carcasses showed l ive trichomonads after 1 -2 hours, 4 hours, and 6 
hours respectively. By 1 2  hours of freezing no carcasses had l iv ing trichomonads.  
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4.4 FALCON H EA LT H  AWA R E N ESS STUDY AMONGST FALC O N E RS 
Fifty falconers were interviewed for the falcon health awareness study. Twenty-four 
(48%) came from Abu Dhabi Em i rate, 1 8  (36%) from Dubai Emi rate, 3 (6%) from 
Sharjah Em i rate and 5 ( 1 0%)  from the neighbouring country of Qatar (Appendix 1 5) .  
( 
The average age was 25 (range, 1 3  - 43) and the average number of years that they 
had been fa lconers was 9.5 years, (range, 2 - 34). In addit ion ,  the average number 
of falcons being looked after by the 50 fa lconers, at the t ime of the i nterview was 4 , 
(range,  0 - 30) . 
Seventy-eight percent of falconers recognised the condit ion being shown them i n  the 
4 pictures as 'garhah'. The falconers from Qatar referred to the condit ion as 'g lah ' .  
Thirty-n ine (60%) of the 50 fa lconers i nterviewed had seen 'garhah '  in  the i r  birds and 
of  these,  the average number of  fa lcons per falconer with the d isease was 2 (range, 
1 - 1 0) .  In addit ion ,  26% ( 1 3) of the fa lconers said that they had had a fa lcon d ie of 
'garhah ' .  The average number of falcons that d ied amongst th is group was 1 . 5 with 
a range from 1 to 3. 
When the falconers were asked if they knew how fa lcons contracted the disease, 
only 1 1  (22%) fa lconers stated categorica l ly that the problem came from pigeons .  
78% (39)  of fa lconers either g ave a d ifferent suggestion or  sa id  they did not know 
the answer. E ighty-two percent (4 1 )  falconers c la imed that they would take any 
falcon with 'garhah'  to a veter inary hospita l ,  1 6% (8) of fa lconers said they would 
attem pt to treat the d isease themselves before taking the falcon to the hospital  and 
one fa lconer sa id that he would use on ly tradit ional remedies for 'garhah' and would 
not take his fa lcon to receive modern medic ine.  
When asked what they feed their falcons, a l l  replied that they feed the i r  falcons with 
either defrosted frozen or fresh quai l  and pigeons. I n  addit ion, 90% stated that they 
feed pigeons to their falcons a l l  year round .  Fa lconers were getti ng pigeons from 
three sources ;  buying them at an an ima l  market, keeping a pigeon loft or shooting 
wild free-fly ing pigeons. With 30% (1 5) of falconers obta in ing their pigeons only from 
r 
the an imal  market, th is was the most important source of pigeons .  Second and th ird 
in  importance was a combination between buying them from the an imal  market and 
taking them from a pigeon loft ( 1 8%) and only taking them from a pigeon loft ( 1 6%) . 
Only 6% (3) of fa lconers used shooting as their only means of supplying their fa lcons 
with p igeons. 
Twenty-two (44%) falconers answered that they checked the pigeons and 96% (48) 
of fa lconers cla imed to remove the head, neck, crop and internal organs from the 
pigeons before feed ing them to their  falcons.  In addition ,  of the 49 (98%) fa lconers 
who said that they tra in the i r  falcons on l ive pigeons ,  84% (42) said that they remove 
the head, neck, crop and i nternal organs from the pigeons before a l lowing their 
fa lcon to feed on the captured pigeon. Of the 50 fa lconers interviewed, 28% (1 4) of 
fa lconers freeze the i r  pigeons before feeding them to their  fa lcons and the average 
amount of t ime that these pigeons were kept frozen for was 30 hours (range, 1 - 96). 
C HAPTER V 
DI CU ION 
5 . 0  P R EVALENC E STUDY IN CAPTIVE AND F R EE-FLYI NG POP U LATIONS 
O F  P IGEONS FOR TR ICHOMONADS AND TRICHOMONOSIS LES IONS 
5 . 0 1  S u rvey of captive and  free-fly ing popu lations of p igeons and the i r  
exami nation for trichomonads 
The results support the theory that pigeons in  the Gulf are 'commonly' found to be 
Infected with T gallinae (Cooper, u npubl ished observation) .  The adjusted tota l 
InCidence of 55.2% of pigeons infected with trichomonads correlates wel l  with the 
57 .5% infection rate in  adult  pigeons reported by Abd EI Mote l ib  et al ( 1 994) in the 
Assiut province of Egypt. Resu lts for surveys of pigeons were found for no other 
Gulf or Arab country and can only be compared with those surveys have been 
conducted In  the USA.  Stabler ( 1 954) reported an incidence of 64.5% T. gallinae i n  
242 pigeons,  1 87 o f  which were fera l .  I n  surveys conducted in 1 948, 1 949 and  1 950 
(Stabler ,  1 95 1  a)  69% of wild pigeons showed the presence of T. gallinae. In th is 
paper, Stabler a lso states that Oehlkers ( 1 937) had reported a 56.6% i ncidence in  a 
survey of 828 pigeons and Cauthen ( 1 935) had reported a 1 00% i n fection rate in  
pigeons in  a Long I s land aviary housing 200 bi rds .  Stabler ( 1 969) later reported that 
T gallinae IS present in  an  asymptomatic form in  approximately 75% of 'wild 
common pigeons'. Emanue lson ( 1 983) and Levine ,  ( 1 985) put this figure even h igher  
cla im ing that  although trichomonosis is essentially a d isease of  young pigeons ,  80-
90% of the adults are infected but  show no s igns of  the disease. The higher i nfection 
rates cou ld be put down to a more rigorous search for the trichomonads. However, 
most surveys Ind icate that more than 50% of al l  untreated pigeons are Infected with 
T. gallinae stra ins of varied viru lence ,  some of these stra ins may infect their own 
young or predators, such as fa lcons ,  that corsume them.  
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I n  addition ,  the resu l ts show that there IS a s ign ificant difference In  the Infection rate 
of captive and free-flY ing pigeons with T. gal/mae, a significantly h igher infection rate 
(63%) was reported In captive pigeons compared to 35% Incidence In free-fly ing 
birds This  fi nding IS  not unexpected because the degree of susceptib i l ity of b i rds to 
pathogens depends on many factors including species, age , sex, prevIous exposure ,  
immune status a n d  state o f  general health (Cooper, 1 993) .  A s  a bird's immune 
systems genera l ly  controls the organ ism,  preventi ng patholog ical infection ,  the 
immune system cannot handle the paras ite during periods of extreme stress,  such 
weak or debi l itated captive b i rds a re part icularly l iable to show cl in ical s igns of 
d isease (Emanuelson , 1 983) .  Extended or  frequent episodes of stress in fera l 
pIgeons may resu lt In  a T. gal/inae infection that can qu ickly become endemic within 
the populat ion (Harden ,  1 996) .  
Examples of stressfu l condit ions i nc lude; psychological or physica l  d iscomfort ,  
extremes i n  environmental conditions ,  and poor nutrrt ion (Cooper, 1 978) .  
PsychologIcal stress can occur because as pigeons are monogamous and h igh ly 
SOCia l ,  flock members feed each other's young. When mates or  offspring die from 
pOison ing ,  I nfection or other causes, stress levels qu ickly rise. Emanuelson (1 983) 
particu la rly l Ists overcrowd ing ,  poor hyg iene and extreme temperatures as stress 
inducing and therefore a predisposit ion for d isease. In add ition ,  Amin - 8abjee et al 
( 1 986) state that b i rds when newly trapped are usual ly wi ld and sometimes m ay not 
consume the food normal ly .  Under these circumstances, they are h igh ly stressed 
and may succum b  to d isease. These stress-inducing factors would appear to be 
part icu larly important in the case of the AI AI" and Abu Dhabi an imal markets. As 
can be seen in F igure 1 3  of AI  Ain an ima l  market, approximately 25 pigeons were 
kept in  smal l  wire-mesh cages (measuring 1 5m X 75cm X 50cm) often left outside 
with no shade and as the water and food bowls were not changed regu larly they 
were often contaminated with faeces In comparison to the captive pigeons,  the 
free-flY ing pigeons at the sheep farm had plenty of space, could roost under the 
shade of the barns and cou ld  obtain fresh water and food from the sheep troughs 
It  was surpr is ing to find a lower infect ion incidence (60%)  in  the pigeons of the AI Ain 
animal market, compared to the Abu Dhabi an imal  market (68. 3%) ,  because th rough 
genera l  observation, the pigeons were housed in  better condit ion in  the Abu Dhabi 
a n ima l  market, having larger, indoor cages with perches.  However, as AI Ain an imal  
market showed the h ighest incidence of pigeons actual ly wi th trichomonosis lesions, 
the lower i ncidence of tnchomonads sampled might be explained by the fact that the 
figures were skewed by pigeons haVing been purchased not long after they were 
captured from the wi ld .  In  addit ion, the h igher incidence of trichomonads present in 
the Abu Dhabi animal market birds m ight be as a result  of the b i rds being held in  
unfavourable condit ions before they reached ·ihe Abu Dhab i  an imal  market. In  
d iSCUSSion with the Abu Dhab i  an ima l  market shop owner, it was surpris ing to 
d iscover that most of the Abu Dhabi an ima l  market pigeons appeared to be imported 
from either Pakistan or  I ran  by dhow to Sharjah and then trucked to Abu Dhabi .  The 
AI  Ain an ima l  market pigeons, on the other hand,  appeared to be caught from the 
local free-fly ing populat ion as the shop keeper claimed that his pigeons were trapped 
In the Jebels around the city by Pakistan i  labourers. I t  was d ifficult to ascerta in 
exactly how long p igeons were kept in  the an imai markets before purchase, but there 
appeared to be a much h igher turn over of pigeons at the Abu Dhabi  an imal  market 
than the AI Ain an imal market. On several occaSions, no pigeons were avai lable for 
purchase at the Abu Dhabi  an ima l  market and often a l l  pigeons in the 4 animal  
market shops were sold wIth In  days of the consIgnment arrivIng Th IS sItuatIon may 
ind Icate that there are a g reater number of fa lconers bUYing pIgeons from the an Imal  
market in  Abu Dhabi than AI Aln 
I f  stress predIsposes b irds to d isease, the questIon is  how the tnchomonads are 
actual ly transmItted from one b ird to another, partIcularly as trichomonads are 
susceptIble to d ry ing ,  heat and chemicals and do not survIve for long outs Ide the 
body (Baker, 1 986, Burr, 1 987) .  It is considered that trichomonads do not requ i re an 
IntermedIate host or vector and the behaviour of pigeons is conducive to the spread 
of the parasIte. The behaviour  attri buted to be important in  this regard is the close 
mouth-to-mouth contact such as 'b i l l ing '  during cou rtsh ip and feed ing of the squabs 
with 'crop mi lk' by infected parent birds (Harmon et aI, 1 987 ; Greiner and Ritch ie, 
1 995) In addition, although an  indiv idual b i rd may shed the parasite ,  s ince pigeons 
l ive in g roups, the close contact between them ensures re infection .  Kietzmann 
( 1 990) proved th is point by showing that T. gallinae can be transferred between 
doves by d ri nking water when the watering trough of an infected juveni le was 
sWItched wIth one from a cage hold ing 3 uninfected juveni les .  With in e ight days a l l  
fou r  b i rds d ied of  trichomonosis Harden ( 1 996) also bel ieves that i t  is l i kely that 
Infected seed eaters, unable to swal low, may regu rg i tate contaminated seeds at 
feeder s Ites If the seed that now carries the parasite is then immediately ingested 
by another bird, a dose of l ive paras ites may be del ivered . Adults presenting food 
dunng courtsh ip  may be another way in which the parasite is transferred . Harden 
( 1 996) also reports that the faecal/oral route should not be precluded on the grounds 
that anaerobIC trophozoites are thought to qu ickly des iccate and d ie after excretIon 
because l ike chickens, pigeons walk through seed as they ingest them ,  defecatIng 
on the ground as they go .  Harden ( 1 996) considered that any bird feed Ing on 
contaminated seed can Ingest the trophozoltes with in a short-enough t ime even 
though the parasite IS anaerobic, It may sti li be al ive BonDurant and Honlgberg 
( 1 992) d isputed this i nfection route cla iming that s ince T gallinae is not found In the 
intest inal  tract beyond the muscular stomach, it cannot be transmitted In faecal 
d roppings Its routes of transmission can be only the nares, eyes and mouth, the 
latter  being the most Important portal of exit .  
I t  IS considered that pigeons transfer trichomonads to other avian species largely 
through contaminat ing d rink ing water, and once the paras ite has infected a s ing le 
member In  a fl ight cage, the d isease spreads rapidly to other pigeons (Burr, 1 987) 
As It takes only one viru lent trichomonad for infection and death (Stabler and Klhara , 
1 954) It is conceivable that carriers of eV2n low numbers of paras ites are capable of 
producing and ma inta in ing epizootics of avian trichomonosis (Kietzmann ,  1 990).  I n  
raptors , Ind irect transm ission of the d isease i s  by ingesting infected pigeons o r  doves 
(Cooper, 1 978;  Samour et aI, 1 995) . For this reason, falconers such as De Bastyai ,  
( 1 982) recommends t o  check the mouth and throat o f  pigeons thoroughly before they 
are fed to hunting birds .  
"To ignore any suspicious signs may well end in the death of the hunting bird. 
Anyway, we should not feed such birds to our hunting birds unless they have been 
slaughtered In our presence" (De Bastya i ,  1 982) .  
5 .02 Post-mortem exami nation of  p igeons for tr ichomonosis lesions 
Eleven percent (approximately one In  ten of a l l  pigeons) that were found positive for 
trlchomonads through swabbing were found to have trlchomonosls lesions through 
post-mortem and their identity was verified by the Centra l Veter inary Research 
Laboratory I n  Dubal As only 1 2% of pigeons were observed to have trlchomonosls 
les ions before post-mortem,  th is Ind icates that people , such as falconers, searching 
for les ions might not f ind them and so feed a contaminated pigeon to a fa lcon 
The fact that not all the pigeons found positive for trlchomonads had lesions is 
because there are d ifferent stra ins of T. gallinae, and these stra ins d iffer In 
pathogenicity (Kocan and Herman,  1 970) ,  meaning that lesions of trichomonosis do 
not  necessary resu lt. Stra ins vary from those wh ich cause l ittle or no v is ible 
d isturbance to those that constantly produce a high degree of mortal ity . There also 
appear to be stra ins of moderate v i ru lence, in  which b irds are 'qu ite s ick' with most of 
them ultimately recovering (Stabler, 1 948a) . No references could be fou nd to 
determ ine whether the incidence of tris(;0:1lonosis lesions found ,  in the present 
study, was h igher or lower than previously recorded. 
Al l  of the lesions found in  the pigeons were located in  the oropharynx.  Cauthen 
( 1 935) noted that, as a rule, not more than one organ was infected with in a s ingle 
b ird,  he noticed the s imu ltaneous occurrence of les ions in  both the throat and l iver In  
only one pigeon .  
5 . 1  TRICHOMONAS SP.  I D E NT IF ICATION STUDY I N  P IGEONS 
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I t  was hoped when the  tr ichomonad samples were sent to  the Central Veterinary 
Laboratory (CVL) in  the UK ,  that the experts there would be able to Ident ify stra in  
d ifferences However, a lthough CVL fdentlfied the tr lchomonads as the specie 
Trichomonas gallinae, confi rm ing that the tr ichomonads were not a new species; 
they were unable to characterise the stra ins .  The explanation g iven by the Senior 
Veterinary Research Officer, Dr.  M i ke Taylor (personal commun ication) was as 
follows 
To Identify tnchomonads to strain-level would require both the availability of 
reference strains obtained from birds of prey and pigeons, their maintenance in 
culture and the development of a suitable typing methodology. The latter would 
have to be eIther, serologIcal (raising of specific antisera), or a DNA-based method 
of differentiation such as Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) or 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) using a specific DNA primer. No such methods 
have been developed or reported in the literature for mammalian or avian 
trichomonads As far as I am aware the only trichomonads on which typing has 
been attempted are the human species (Trichomonas vaginalis) and some limited 
work on Trichomonas foetus in cattle. Reported methods are mainly developmental 
research tools, prohibitively expensive 8.lCf not that satisfactory. / I  
Clea rly, I t  would be of benefit to encourage further research on bird tr ichomonas 
stra ins ,  such as In  pigeon and falcon,  because research has a l ready demonstrated 
some Immunity in b i rds by those recovering from less-virulent stra in infect ions.  
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Stabler ( 1 948b) found that infection with an Isolate of low virulence confers Immunity 
to that stra in ,  as wel l  as more v i ru lent stra ins ,  particu larly the Jone's Barn stra in  
The Jone's Barn stra in  was Iso lated by  Stabler I n  1 948a and  was highly viru lent ,  
k i l l ing twenty-sIx of twenty-seven recIpients, with death occurnng In  9 3 days on 
average Stabler ( 1 948b) also demonstrated that Immune adults, when Infected with 
h igh ly letha l  stra ins ,  remain asymptomatic but pass the organism onto their offspring .  
Pokas et a/ ( 1 993) speculated that Stabler's results suggest the possib i l ity of 
immun isation for birds used for fa lconry and those bird species involved in  
endangered-species breed ing and reintroduction programmes 
5 . 2  TR IC HOMONOSIS PREVALENCE STUDY IN  FALCONS 
I t  has been suggested that there was a h igher prevalence of  fa lcons presenting with 
tnchomonosis at the Su lman Falcon Hospital in  Bahrain in  the late 80s and early 90s 
than In the UAE's Dubal  Fa lcon Hospital (DFH) ,  because of the d ifferences in  the 
feeding and tra in ing methods employed (Samour, personal commun ication) .  F i rst ly, 
al l  the UAE's fa lconers have had access to hygienic and d isease-free frozen quai ls  
(from super-markets etc) s ince the 1 980s, but  only a l im ited number of Bahra in i  
fa lconers ( ie some Sheikhs) have been ab le  to  purchase th is  food source from one 
unre l iable  source ie the AI  Areen Wi ld l ife Park, over th is period . Most Bahra in i  
falconers st i l i  therefore rely on p igeons as the main food source for their  fa lcons .  I n  
addit ion , whi lst the UAE fa lconers employ the 'Telwah' (Arab lu re usual ly made of 
houbara feathers) to tra in  their b i rds , Bahra in is  are heavi ly re l iant on us ing l ive 
pigeons to tame and tra in  their falcons and only a smal l m inority of Bahra in i  
falconers have mastered the use of  the 'Telwah' UAE fa lconers are acknowledged in  
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the Gulf reg ion as the finest of a l l  fa lconers In their understand ing of fa lcons and 
fa lconry (Samour, personal  communication) 
The s l ight decrease of 1 69% in  the number of fa lcons presenting with tnchomonosls 
at the DFH over a ten year penod , can probably be explained by the Increased 
avai labi l ity of frozen  qua i l  to fa lconers through outlets such as supermarkets. In 
addition ,  it has become more economical for fa lconers to purchase a pack of 1 2  
quai ls for 1 5- 1 8 Dhs ,  to feed to their  falcons, than pay 1 0- 1 5Dhs per pigeon from the 
an imal  market. Another factor that may explain the s l ight decrease of 1 .69% in  the 
number of falcons being treated i n  the DFH over a ten year period is that the staff at 
the hospital have laid emphasis on ra is ing the fa lconers' awareness to d iseases such 
as tnchomonosis This decrease has occurred despite a seven fo ld increase in  the 
total number of fa lcons being brought to the hospital for treatment. Not only do the 
staff take t ime to explain verbal ly to the fa lconers why their birds have contracted a 
disease l i ke t richomonosis and how the disease can be prevented though removal of 
the head and internal organs etc. , but they a lso have a noticeboard where matters 
re lati ng to d iseases and falcon management are h ighl ighted . The notice on the DFH 
notice board relating to trichomonosis reads as fol lows in  both Engl ish and Arabic 
(F igure 30) 
"Falcons are susceptible to frounce (trichomonosis) if they eat infected pigeons The 
organism is most commonly found in the upper digestive tract. Not all pigeons carry 
the disease. Since it is impossible to tell which pigeon and dove is safe to feed to 
falcons, the best method for prevention of the disease is to remove the head, neck 
and stomach before the pigeon is used as food. If the falcon kills a live pigeon, 
these parts should be removed before the falcon has a chance to eat them. Falcons 
so 
tYPically develop dead yel/ow tissues In the mouth FreeZing freshly -killed pigeons 
before feedlf7g usually kills the organism. However, Arab falconers often use live or 
freshly killed pigeons for food. As an alternative to pigeon, quail IS an excellent food 
for falcons Lamb, mutton and beef con tam too much fat and do not provide the 
fa/COil with ItS nutntlOna/ requirements " 
Figu re 30 Notlceboard at the Dubal Falcon Hospital with Information on 
d iseases of falcons (Photograph by Then Bailey) 
An explanation for the percentage of falcons being treated at the DFH for 
trlchomonosls being h igher than at the Abu Dhabi  Fa lcon Research Hospital 
(ADFRH) IS that the Dubal  hospital IS a public hospital and the Abu Dhabi hospital IS 
a pnvate hospital for H. H Sheikh Zayed and the falcons of the Abu Dhabi  Royal 
Fam i ly .  The latter fa lcons' feeding regime IS better managed and according to one of 
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the senior veterinar ians at the ADFRH, Dr. Mark Hitchcock, fa lcons belonging to the 
Royal Fami ly of Abu Dhabi are only fed pigeons dUring the tra in ing and hunti ng 
per iod I e October to March and outside the tra ining period, the Royal fa lcons are 
fed on quai ls  I n  addit ion, pigeons fed dUring the tra in ing and hunt ing period are 
medicated with E mtryl for one week before they are fed to the fa lcons and are also 
carefu l ly Inspected for trichomonosis lesions 
I t  is not surpris ing that the immature ,  female saker falcons are the group presenting 
with the highest incidence of trichomonosis, because overa l l  th is is the largest g roup 
be ing brought to the hospital for treatment The female ,  due to its la rge S ize,  is 
preferred over males, especia l ly  when hunting the houbara bustard . However, there 
IS d isparity in  the use of males and females (females cost from seven to ten times 
more than  males) depending on the avai lab! l it�1 of appropriate quarry and the relative 
wealth of the fa lconers. In 1 994, the DFH documented a fema le male ratio of 3 5 :  1 
whi lst at the Abu Dhabi  Fa lcon Hospita l ,  the ration was 1 8 : 1  (Riddle and Remple , 
1 994) In add ition ,  the n umber of immature fa lcons being used is high because 
falconers prefer to use immature fi rst year fa lcons for hunting fl ights , and often l im it 
the use of captive moulted adults to that of "spotter" birds .  These experienced 
falcons are a l lowed to s ight or locate the quarry , then are qu ickly hooded to a l low an  
Immature hunting fa lcon to  be  re leased. 
The resu lts demonstrating that the i ncidence of trlchomonosis is h ighest in the 
months October through to M arch and lowest in  the months Apri l  through to 
September,  f its in very wel l  with the d ifferent phases of the fa lconry ca lendar. I n  the 
falconry year, train i ng and hunt ing begins as the cool season starts i . e .  September to 
October, when the fa lcons come out of their moult and quarry such as the houbara 
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and stone curlew arrive In the country The fa lcons are then retired to their moult ing 
rooms as the weather gets hotter, I e about Apnl onwards when the quarry leaves 
and the fa lcons begin  to moult their feathers I f  the figures are therefore calcu lated 
by breaking the year Into 6 months of the tra in ing and hunting season and 6 months 
of the moulting season ,  the resu l ts show that 80% of trichomonosls cases are r 
treated by the DFH In  the tra in ing and hunting period and only 20% of treatments 
occur in the moulting penod. ( In  Abu Dhabi there has been an Increase of 220% i n  
the number of fa lcons reta ined for moult ing a n d  some individuals have increased the 
number of falcons retained by more than 350% s ince 1 975 (Al len ,  1 980) .  
The reasons for this d ifference is a lmost certain ly as a result  of the change in  d iet 
that IS g iven to the falcons During the mou lting season it appears that fa lconers a re 
feeding main ly  frozen qua i l ,  but d ur ing the tra in ing and hunting season they begin to 
feed more l ive food, especia l ly  pigeons which may be infected with T. gallinae. 
I nfection and transfer experiments with T. gallinae have shown that pigeons can be 
infected with the protozoan with in  4- 1 5  days of exposure (Stabler, 1 948b) , which 
may a lso be the case for fa lcons .  Fa lconers especia l ly use pigeons to rapidly tra in  
the i r  fa lcons ready for the hunt ing season znd th is fast tra in ing m ight cause the 
fa lcons to experience stress which may predispose them to d iseases such as 
trichomonosls Accord ing the Remple ( 1 988) ,  a common stress i n  captive fa lcons of 
the Arabian Gulf is  insufficient food . He states that the in itia l  reduction i n  a fa lcon's 
weight dunng train ing can be carried too far by i nexperienced tra iners, especia l ly  i n  
the absence of a scale to show the precise loss o f  weight o r  in  the absence of 
susta ined fl ights to show the fa lcon 's  endurance and strength S ince demanding 
tra in ing flights are unnecessary and the use of a scale was not routine to most Arab 
falconers unti l  recently ,  a falcon's fitness was judged on subjective observations and 
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the b i rd at rest or under mild exercise condit ions Also the same hunger In  a fa lcon 
trained In  a hot environment compared to a more temperate one requi res a greater 
reduction in  caloric intake, so that b i rds trained by those less experienced are 
occasional ly weakened 
In addit ion, to the change in d iet, another explanation for the Increased incidence of 
trlchomonosls cases seen by the DFH, in the train ing and hunting season ,  
(part icu larly in the month of  October) , i s  that by  l aw wild falcons are not a l lowed to  be 
imported Into the UAE before the 1 st of October. After this date, many falconers buy 
wild b i rds then bring them to the hospita l for the veterinar ians to check. Additiona l ly ,  
Increased Incidence of trichomonosis may be because the wild-caught immature 
falcons are being fed on contaminated pigeons by fa lcon trappers and dealers and 
are under stress Also, feeding pigeons to captive fa lcons, that do not normal ly eat 
p igeons may result in the transm ission of T. gallinae (Greiner and Ritch ie , 1 995) .  
Another explanation for the h igh percentage of fa lcons presenting with 
tr lchomonosls, in  the tra ining and hunt ing season and not in  the moult ing season, is 
that fa lconers do not regu larly check their b i rds in the moulting period and therefore 
might not notice a bird with the disease. The disease might therefore only be 
diagnosed when the fa lcon is brought to the hospital for ItS routine check-up at the 
start of the hunting season (Samour  et ai, 1 995) .  
Cl in ic ians bel ieve that they get a 'feel '  for whether the fa lcon has trichomonos is ,  even 
if lesions are not obvious ,  based on the smel l  of the birds mouth.  Samour et al 
( 1 995) describes this smel l  as 'foetid' and the c l in ical history given which often refers 
to the b i rds being 'off their  food ' ,  'flicking food' ,  and 'craning their necks' . At th is 
point ,  they Wi l l  take a throat swab to confirm or d ispel their suspicions.  However, as 
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neither the DFH nor ADFRH routinely swab for tnchomonads. some cl in ic ians such 
as Remple and Samour (personal  communications) bel ieve that tnchomonosls IS 
more prevalent than people bel ieve Samour et al ( 1 995) stated that this must be the 
case If the les ions are intra-s lnusal .  or in the abdomina l  cavity , and thus d ifficult to 
detect 
5 .3  TR ICHOMONAD S U RVIVAL TRIAL 
I t  is general ly accepted that pigeons, as well as other wild-source b irds ,  are a health 
nsk to b i rds of prey and that deep-freezing and then thawing pigeons, before offering 
them as  food to raptors, is a usefu l precaution to preventing trichomonosis as this 
procedure either k i lls the trichomonads, or renders them harm less (Cooper, 1 973) .  
However th iS  practice of  ch i l l i ng or freezi!lg pigeons before feeding them to fa lcons is 
not a custom among Arab fa lconers and Sar: LJUr et al ( 1 995) bel ieves that th is fact 
may help to expla in why trichomonosis is a common d isease of b i rds of prey In Gulf 
countnes such as Bahra in .  
One th ing that researchers have not yet agreed upon is the length of time and 
temperature at which pigeons need to be frozen to either k i l l  the trichomonads or  
render them harmless. Fa lcon breeders, such as Dr .  N ick Fox of  the National Avian 
Research Center  (NARC) ,  tend to err on t�5 s ide of caution when offering pigeons to 
their fa lcons and in h is book 'Understanding the B i rd of Prey' ,  Fox (1 995), 
recommends that pigeons shou ld be frozen for at least two weeks to ki l l  off 
protozoans such as trichomonads as wel l  as fung i ,  bacteria and vi ruses, even 
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though freezing and stonng the pigeons for this long tends to destroy the fat-soluble 
vitamins 
U ntil the present study was conducted , no in-vivo studies had been carned out  to 
determ ine the duration that pigeons needed to be frozen for to either k i l l  
tnchomonads or  render them harmless The present results suggest that freezi ng 
the pigeon carcasses for more than 6 hour may be sufficient to destroy the 
tnchomonads 
5.4 FALCON H EA LTH AWA R E N ESS STUDY A MONGST FALCONERS 
F ifty fa lconers were interviewed for the  health awareness study.  I t  is not surprising 
that there were no  fa lconers from the Emirates of Ajman ,  Ras AI Kha imah ,  Fujeirah 
or Umm AI Qawa in ,  as these Emirates do not have a trad it ion of fa lconry being 
relat ively mounta inous .  The fact that the falconers' average age was 25 is in  l ine 
with the resu lts of a previous short questionna i re conducted by Bai ley ( 1 995) which 
showed that the majority of the 1 5  fa lconers questioned were aged between 20 and 
25 .  This Ind icates that owning and hunting with fa lcons is  not a dying trad it ion in  the 
Emi rates and is m uch enjoyed by the cour.cry's youth. The fact that no fa lconers 
were interviewed that were older than 43 m ight not necessari ly mean that few of th is 
age g roup practice the sport, but might rather be as the resu lt of where the 
interv iews were conducted . I f  the sett ing of the i nterview skewed the resu lts then it 
would appear that fi rstly the younger falconers are more comfortable going to a 
modern hospital for their falcons to recei'/e state-of-the-art treatment, secondly that 
they enJoy vis it ing falcon shops with their peers and th i rd ly they are more 
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comfortab le meeting with and being Interviewed by researchers A more balanced 
range of ages m ight have been ach ieved If some of the interviews had been 
conducted In  the homes of wel l known older fa lconers or on hunting exped it ions 
With regards the average number of fa lcons being looked after by the fa lconers r 
i nterv iewed being fou r, this number  is lower than the figure gained in  a previous 
q uestionna i re by Bai ley ( 1 995) which showed that the average number of falcons 
being looked after by the 1 5  fa lconers questioned was 1 9  birds The results of both 
these q uest ionnaires do not necessar i ly mean that the individual fa lconer owned a l l  
the fa lcons In  h is possession,  but  more l ikely they were fa lcons owned by several 
fami ly  members or an employer, such as a Sneikh ,  but placed under h is care .  
Although 78 % of the 50 fa lconers i nterv iewed could name the disease in  the 4 
pictures as 'garhah', th is does not necessari ly mean that the fa lconers had 
experienced trichomonosis in their b i rds .  'Garhah '  appears to be a term that refers 
to ' lesions'  or 'u lcers' of the mouth. Accord ing to Cooper ( 1 973) in addit ion to typical 
t richomonosls, caused by T. gallinae a number of other condit ions may resemble 
the d isease and have been derived froi.l other forms of 'stomat itis' i . e .  inflammations 
of the mouth Remple ( 1 988) agrees INith th:s statement and observed that because 
most Arab falconers do not fu l ly understand physio logy, 
. . . . .  ' they recognise only obvious symptoms and combine them into single diseases 
of the mouth, feet, or breathing. JJ 
I n  h is 1 5  years c l in ical experience in' the UAE, Remple (personal  communicat ion) 
stated that approximately 20% bf the 'garhah' cases brought to the DFH, were not 
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trlchomonosls but resu lted from Vitamin A deficiency The white bl istery p imple , 
caused by Vitamin  A deficiency, resembles trlchomonosls ,  particularly In the early 
stages In addition ,  Remple (personal  communication) stated that 'garhah' was a 
term used to describe wounds Infected by bacteria in the mouth, caused often by the 
fa lcon I nj u ring the ins ide of their mouth with their ta lons, and every year he saw a 
few cases of d isease, resembl ing trichomonosls, caused by Candida sp.  Lumelj 
( 1 994) referred to some upper gastrointesti nal tract d iseases in  Fa lconiformes,  such 
as kestre ls  and eagles,  being caused by Mycobacterium sp,  neoplasias, pox v i rus 
and Capillana sp, but neither Remple ,  nor Samour (personal commun ications) have 
seen falcons with these d iseases In  the Gulf. 
If Remple's (personal  commun ication)  observation is correct and 80% of the t ime 
lesions In  the oropharynx of fa lcons are caused by trichomonosis,  then 80% of the 
time the term 'garhah' can be appl ied to this d isease. However, as most fa lconers 
can not d istingu ish between trichomonosis lesions and another d isease causing 
les ions In  the oropharynx, such as Vitamin A deficiency, through genera l  
morphological observation and would class ify a l l  as 'garhah ' ,  it can then be a rgued 
that 'garhah is  a genera l  term used by fa lconers for stomatitis les ions .  I f  th is is the 
case, it  cannot be cla imed that because only 22 % of falconers stated categorical ly 
that 'garhah' resu lted from feed ing their  fa lcons infected pigeons ,  that the other  78% 
were complete ly unaware of what may cause stomatitis lesions in  their fa lcons .  For 
example,  4 fa lconers knew that if the hard palate of the i r  falcon were i njured by an 
abras ive m ateria l ,  such a piece of bone, then there was a chance that infection 
would enter the wound and cause inflammatlon/ Infect ion. In  addit ion ,  54% of the 
fa lconers ( Inc luding those who cited pigeo;"l3) stated that 'garhah' resu lted from 
eating something unhealthy but most could either not be specific about the food 
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source or  c la imed that the contaminated food sources was chicken or beef F ive 
fa lconers were under the fa lse Impression that 'garhah' resu lted from their fa lcons 
eating frozen meat. One fa lconer was adamant that the disease came from frozen 
qua i ls  because he c la imed that 6 of h is b i rds went down with trlchomonosls after a l l  
had been fed In  the moult ing room with frozen qua i l  and pigeons that had had their 
head, neck and guts removed 
It was expected that the two groups i . e .  those interviewed in the hospital and those 
Inte rviewed outside the hospita l  setting m ight show a different preference to where 
and how they treated the i r  fa lcons for 'garhah ' ,  but there was no s ignificant 
d ifference between the groups and 82% in tota l said that they would take thei r  
fa lcons to a falcon hospital a s  their fi rst choice. However, as 26% of the fa lconers 
had had a fa lcon die of 'garhah ' ,  tr.ere is a poss ib i l ity that they are either not 
checking their b i rds on a regu lar  basis or not taking their fa lcons to the veterinar ian 
unt i l  the d isease is  too far advanced . I n  addit !on ,  the fact that a h igh percentage of 
falconers stated that they would take their fa lcons to a veter inar ian would ind icate , as 
d iscussed before , that the younger fa lconers are comfortable with and trust modern 
medic ine.  ThiS is encouraging ,  because at the hospitals they a re provided with 
comprehenSive med ical and surg ical care for the fa lcons and the hospital staff 
proVide an  ins ight i nto modern veteri nary medicine, fa lcon husbandry practices , 
equipment and phi l osophies (R idd le and Remple,  1 994) .  However, n ine fa lconers 
did claim that they would attem pt to treat the d isease themselves before tak ing the 
fa lcon to the hospita l .  One of  these fa lconers, who was a lso a falcon trapper and 
one of the oldest fa lconers i nterviewed, stated that he treated a l l  h is fa lcons with 
garhah with a solution made in I nd ia  cal led 'Kheel '  He cla imed that th iS solution 
cou ld cure 'garhah' in  two days. This same falcon trapper claimed that he saw many 
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wild trapped fa lcons with 'garhah' .  Whether or not the les ions ,  to which he was 
referri ng ,  were tri chomonosis lesions or some other stomatitis is unknown, but he 
said that he always released b irds that he trapped in  th is condit ion .  Another sa id 
that the sol ution that he  tradit ional ly placed on the lesions was cal led 'Thoomb' 
(garl i c  paste) .  Others said they used gentian vio let. An interest ing treatment stated 
( 
by one falconer was that he noticed that pigeon squabs often had lesions in their  
mouth so when h is falcons had s im i lar  les ions he took them from the pigeons' 
mouths ground them up in  gent ian v iolet and then appl ied the solut ion to the fa lcon's 
lesions . 
When asked what they feed their  fa lcons, 1 00% of the fa lconers answered that they 
feed their fa lcons with either defrosted frozen or fresh qua i l .  Some of the more 
unusua l  th ings that falconers said they feed their falcons were snakes, the spiny-
tai led l izard ('dhubb ' ) ,  fish and foxes .  They cla imed that consuming these an imals 
he lped their  birds to loose and replace their  feathers qu ickly during the moult ing 
season .  I n  addit ion ,  a l l  sa id that they feed pigeons to their fa lcons and 90% said 
they feed pigeons to their  fa lcons a l l  the year round .  However, most stated that they 
d id not feed pigeons to their  fa lcons every day but alternated feeding pigeons with 
other food sources such as quai l  to add variety to the fa lcon's diet and therefore help 
to safeguard the b i rd 's  health .  I t  shou ld  be of  some concern that the majority of 
falconers appear to purchase their  pigeons from the an ima l  markets , as the resu lts of 
the prevalence study showed that pigeons f,om th is sources were more l ikely to be 
infected with trichomonads than those that were free-fly ing.  In addit ion, an ima l  
market pigeons may harbour other  d iseases such as Ch lamydiosis,  Newcastle 
d isease and Avian  pox. 
C)o 
It appears that the feed ing of fa lcons with defrosted frozen and fresh qua i l ,  
part icularly i n  the moult ing season IS an Increasing trend and may be as a result  of 
quai ls  being cheap and easy to feed to fa lcons (see section 5 2) It IS also often more 
convenient for falconers to purchase frozen qua i l  from supermarkets in  bu lk than to 
purchase large numbers of l ive pigeons from the an imal  market In the summer 
moult ing months. I t  therefore appears that whether or not the falconers understand 
the disease risk to the ir  fa lcons caused by feeding pigeons ,  sheer economics and 
convenience have meant that, on a regu lar  bas is ,  fa lconers are feeding the ir  b i rds on 
quai ls These quai ls  have been reared in  hyg ienic and d isease control led farm 
condit ions and are then frozen further reducing the risk of d isease. Samour 
(personal communication) bel ieves that the fact that UAE fa lconers have regu larly 
fed the ir  fa lcons on quai l  s ince the 1 980s is ind icated very clearly in  the figu res 
found As stated i n  section 5 .2 ,  UAE falconers have a lways been regarded , even by 
other Gulf Arabs as the most sophisticated and best i nformed fa lconers in  the reg ion .  
UAE fa lconers use 'telwah '  and not a lways l ive pigeons when tra in ing .  
Accord ing to  Samour et at  ( 1 995) when a pigeon is fed to a fa lcon ,  most fa lconers 
check qu ckly to see if the pigeon is in  good health .  I n  particular, most have learnt to 
look in the pigeon's mouth and throat for yel low lesions and most falconers wi l l  not 
feed a pigeon to their falcon when these are present. However the resu lts of the 
questionnaire ind icated that 66% of falconers do not check the pigeons before they 
feed them to thei r  falcons and the reason m ight be that they do not consider th is 
necessary as 96% of them cla imed to remove the head,  neck,  crop and interna l  
organs from the pigeons before feeding them to their  fa lcons. The fact that so many 
fa lconers practice th is ritual is interest ing because whether or not  the fa lconers 
understood that removing these body parts helps to reduce the r isk of d isease there 
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IS no doubt that It does I n  retrospect I� would have been Important to question a l l  
fa lconers as to the exact reason why they remove these body parts From the 
casual q uestion ing of some falconers It could be speculated that some do so 
because they understand that these parts of the pigeon are 'd irty' and others 
because they have been taught by their peers and fami ly members that th is is the 
procedure of feeding p igeons to falcons and they have fol lowed this tradit ion without 
q uest ioning the reason 
This figu re of 96% of fa lconers removing the head, neck, crop and internal organs 
from the pigeons before a l lowing their  fa lcon to feed on the captured pigeon 
however, fel l  to 84% when the fa lconers were tra in ing their fa lcons on l ive pigeons as 
more fa lconers said that they al lowed their  fa lcons to eat a l l  of the pigeon ( inc luding 
the head and neck etc . )  during the tra in ing period. This admiss ion ,  a long with the 
fact that the very nature of tra i n ing means that the falcon may capture the p igeon fa r 
away from the falconer and therefore start to consume the pigeon before the 
fa lconer can retneve his b i rd ,  means that the risk of fa lcons contract ing 
trichomonosls dunng the hunt ing season is increased . The most infective parts of 
the pigeon are head , neck,  crop and guts and if pigeons are used for fa lcon food, 
these parts should ,  by way of preca ut ion ,  be completely removed even if  the p igeon 
appears healthy. I f  the pigeon is emaciated,  or appears unhea lthy in  any way, no 
part of It should be used for food (Cooper, 1 973) .  
The majority of falconers i .e .  72 % do not freeze their  p igeons before feeding them to 
their b i rds and on the whole the fa lconers either d ism issed this question as 
unnecessary or stated that freezing pigeons was not a good th ing to do as it was 
counter product ive to a fa lcon's health .  Thei r comments on this matter fitted in with 
some of their bel iefs that garhah resu lts from feeding fa lcons frozen meat I n  
addit ion one fa lconer stated that freezing pigeons destroyed the flesh s o  that It 
became powdery The fa lconers d ismissal of freezing pigeons seemed counter to 
their obvIous acceptance of feeding their fa lcons frozen qua i l  and might be explained 
by the fact that they have a lways bought quai l  In  thiS form but are used to bUYing 
pigeons a l ive. Although 28% of fa lconers cla imed to sometimes freeze their 
p igeons It appeared that not a l l  of these did so with the knowledge that freezing 
might help to k i l l  the Infective organ ism,  but because they had surplus meat that they 
wanted to preserve to feed to their fa lcons later. For this same reason some said 
that they would put the pigeon i n  the fridge but not in  the freezer. The fact that the 
average length of t ime that pigeons were frozen was 30 hours means that in most 
cases the protozoans would have been ki l led by fa lconers pract is ing this technique 
F ina l ly ,  several fa lconers stated that ,  in t:,eir  o� in ion ,  'garhah'  is not a major d isease 
problem for their falcons and requestec:r that more research be done on the two 
diseases 'R idad' (asperg i l losis) and 'Samoor' (bumblefoot) wh ich are widely reputed 
as the d iseases causing the greatest morta l ity amongst fa lcons in  the G ulf. 
C H APTER V I  
CONCLU ION 
6.0 P R EVA LENCE STU DY IN CAPTIVE AND FREE-F LYING POPULATIONS 
O F  P I G EONS FOR TR ICHOMONADS A N D  TR ICHOMONOSIS LES IONS 
() �  
• Of the 250  pigeons examined in Abu Dhabi  Emirate , between January and June 
1 997 1 30 (52%) were Infected with trichomonad protozoans 
• 60%, 68% and 35% of pigeons in  the AI Ain and Abu Dhabi an imal  suqs and AI A ln  
sheep farm , respective ly, were found with Trichomonas sp .  i n  their oropharynx 
• A sign ificant d ifference of  prevalence of  Trichomonas sp.  was found between 
captive (68%) and free-fly ing pigeons (35%).  
• On average, pigeons positive with trichomonads had a density that ranged from 1 to 
>5 but < 1 5  per X400 microscopic fie ld .  
• 1 2% of p igeons had tr ichomonosis les ion in  their  oropharynx and there was a 
S ign ificant d ifference between pigeons held in  an ima l  markets ( 1 .98%) haVing 
tr lchomonosls les ions compared with free-fly ing p igeons (0%) .  
• 1 1  % of a l l  p igeons that were positive for t richomonads had tr ichomonosis les ions.  
6 . 1  TRICHOMONA S S P .  I D E NTI F I CATION STUDY I N  P IGEONS 
• I n  th is study, Trichomonas gallinae was the  species found in  the oropharynx  of 
pigeons in the UAE 
6 .2  TR ICHOMONOSIS P R EVALENCE STUDY I N  FALCONS 
• From 1 985-1 986 more fa lconers were presenting fa lcons with tnchomonosls to the 
Su lman Falcon Hospital In  Bahra in  than to the Dubal Falcon Hospital In  the UAE 
This may be because UAE fa lconers use fewer l ive pigeons dunng tra in ing and have 
had access to frozen  qua i l ,  as a food source, for longer 
• From 1 985- 1 996 there has been a 1 69% decrease In  the number of fa lcons being 
treated for tnchomonosls at the Dubai  Fa lcon Hospita l .  
• I n  1 995 and 1 996, fewer falcons were treated for trichomonosis at the private Abu 
Dhabi Fa lcon Research Hospital than were treated at the publ ic Dubal Fa lcon 
Hospital This is because most of the falcons attended to at the Abu Dhabi Fa lcon 
Research Hospital a re fed pigeons that have been medicated against trichomonads 
• From 1 985-1 996, immature ,  female sakers are the category of fa lcon commonly 
treated for tnchomonosis at the Dubai Fa lcon Hospita l .  
• ApproXimately 50% of  a"  treatments g iven for trichomonosis are made by  the 
cl in ician without laboratory d iagnosis .  
• M ost falcons (80%) are treated for trichomonosis at the Dubai  Fa lcon Hospital I n  the 
months October - M arch i . e .  the tra in ing and h unting period of the fa lconry year 
Twenty percent of fa lcons a re treated for tr ichomonosis during the moult ing period 
I e . Apnl - September. 
6 .3  TRIC HOMONAD S U RVIVAL TR IAL 
• To k i l l  the trichomonads, fa lconers should k i l l  and then freeze pigeons for more than 
6hrs before feeding them to their fa lcons In order to be sure that the tnchomonads 
are dead, freezing should last for 1 2  hours ,  and preferably 24 hours ,  in  a -20 C 
freezer 
6.4 FALCON H EA LTH AWA R E N ESS STUDIES A M ONGST FALCONERS 
• The m aJonty o f  fa lconers , i . e  78%,  when shown pictures of fa lcons with 
tnchomonosls recognised the d isease as 'garhah ' .  
• Only 22% of  fa lconers cited pigeons as being the cause of  fa lcons contract ing 
'garhah'  a l though others gave reasons for the occurrence of trichomonosis lesions 
As 78% could g ive no answer as to how their fa lcons contracted 'garhah ' ,  th is 
ind icates that methods for ra is ing awareness to th is d isease, as wel l  as other 
cond it ions, needs to be more rigorously implemented . Television programmes,  more 
deta i led i nstructions by veteri nary surgeons, and l iterature are suggested as 
awareness-rais ing vehicles. 
• The m aJonty of the falconers (82%) said that they would take their falcons to a falcon 
hospital if they found their b ird with 'garhah ' .  Because trichomonosis and d iseases 
that fa lconers m ight confuse with trichomonosis e .g .  Vitamin  A defic iency ,  a re easi ly 
treatable, there IS a strong possibi l ity that i f  the falcons were taken to the falcon 
hospital and treated that they would su rvive. However, as 26% of the fa lconers had 
had a falcon die of 'garhah ' ,  there is  a possib i l ity that they were either not taking their 
bi rd s  to the falcon hospita l ,  or were leaving them with the condition unti l  the chances 
of successfu l treatment was low. 
• As 1 00% of the UAE fa lconers interviewed feed their fa lcons on frozen qua i l ,  
especia l ly  during the moult ing period , th is  reduces the possib i l ity of  them contracting 
trichomonosis . 
• As the majority of falconers (96%) remove the head, neck, crop and internal  organs 
of pigeons before feeding them to their fa lcons, especia l ly  during the moult ing period , 
th is reduced the possibi l ity of them contracting trichomonosis .  However, as fewer 
fa lconers practise this ritua l  d uring the tra in ing and hunting period, when they are 
us ing l ive pigeons ,  the possibi l ity of them contracting tr ichomonosis during th is 
period increases. 
• As the majority of fa lconers obta in pigeons to feed their falcons from an ima ls  
markets, which have been shown to have pigeons with the h ighest incidence of 
tnchomonads and trichomonosis lesion,  they increase the possib i l i ty of their fa lcons 
contracting tr ichomonosis. Fa lconers should be encouraged to medicate al l  p igeons 
purchased from the animal markets, as recommended by Rupiper ( 1 994) .  
• As the majority of  falconers (72%)  do not  freeze pigeons carcasses before feeding 
them to their  fa lcons ,  th is  increases r isk of  transmission of  trichomonos is .  
• Although fa lconry in  the UAE is  steeped in  tradit ion, it is not res istant to change and 
the decreased prevalence of tr ichomonosis over a ten year period ind icates that 
im proved fa lconry standards are evident through investments in  quai l  product ion 
faci l i t ies, and the establ ishment of modern veteri nary hospitals which are com mitted 
to patient service and cl ient education .  
C HAPTER V I I 
R ECOM M E NDATION FOR FURTH ER TUD I E 
7.0 Seasonal ity studies i n  p igeons 
S u rvey p igeons throughout the year to determine if there is a higher incidence of T 
gallinae or  trichomonosis i n  p igeons at certa in t imes of year. This may correlate to 
cl imatic cond it ions such as temperature and hum id ity. 
7 . 1  Seasonal ity studies i n  fa lcons 
S urvey fa lcons be ing presented at  hospitals throughout the year to determine :  
a)  I f  routine swabbing ind icates that  more falcons are infected with T. gallinae than is  
ind icated by current treatment records.  
b) I f  there is  a g reater presence of T. gallinae and h igher  incidence of trichomonosis 
i n  falcons at certa in t imes of year.  This may correlate to feeding patterns .  
7.2 Stra in  studies 
Whether or  not d ifferent stra ins  of T. gallinae vary in  their pathogen icity could be 
determined by obta in ing reference stra ins from pigeons and fa lcons and mainta in ing 
them in  culture to develop a su itable typing methodology. The latter could be either,  
serological (rais ing of specific antisera ) ,  or  a DNA-based method of d ifferentiat ion 
such as Restrict ion Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) or Polymerase Chain 
Reaction (PCR) us ing a specifi c  DNA primer .  
7 . 3  C u ltur ing stud ies 
• Cultur ing studies could be conducted to compare d ifferent culture medias .  I n  th is 
way, the new I NPOUCH TF method for the d iagnosis of T. gallinae infection by 
culture could be fie ld tested (Cover et aI, 1 994) .  Studies could a lso be conducted 
on the growth characteristics of T. gallinae in response to changes in pH , 
concentrations of carbon dioxide and temperature .  
7 .4 I nfection stud ies 
I nfect ion studies could be cond ucted to prove that feeding infected pigeons to 
healthy falcons causes tri chomonosis.  As modified from Conti ( 1 985),  the 
transmiss ion experiments could involve the fo l lowing three methods: 
1 .  D i rect Transfer ( DT) , whereby the falcon would be contaminated oral ly 
With a cotton-t ipped appl i cator st ick that had just swabbed the 
oropharyngeal reg ion of an infected pigeon.  
2 .  Norma l  Sa l i ne S uspension (NSS) whereby the fa lcon would be infected 
oral ly with 1 ml of normal sa l ine contain ing tr ichomonads from an infected 
pigeon. 
3 .  C ulture, whereby a fa lcon would be inoculated oral ly with approximately 1 
X 1 0 6 trichomonads in  culture medium.  
4 .  D i rect consumpt ion ,  whereby the fa lcon wou ld be fed the carcasses of 
fresh ly k i l led infected pigeons .  
I n  addit ion ,  survival and infectiv ity of  tr ichomonads in fa lcon's shared dri nking water 
could be determ ined. 
7.5 Falcon health awareness stud ies 
Further q uestionnaires could be conducted to determine how aware fa lconers a re of 
other d iseases in their birds and of management issues. The fi nd ings of such 
questionnaires could have impl ications for the development of d isease and 
management awareness programmes amongst falconers . 
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Appe n d i x  1 :  
Reci pe for C l a usen 's  Med i u m .  
So l id  serum s lope 
• Aseptica l ly d ispense 6-7cm 3 volumes of horse serum into steri le plop-top 
tubes 
• Place in  oven at 75 degrees Celsiu? +/- 5 degrees Cels ius,  leave for 2 hours 




Solub le l iver extract 
G lucose 
Dist i l led water 
• Stir to d issolve 
• Adjust the pH to 7 .4  
20.0g 




• Fi lter steri l ise via a 0 .2� fi lter into a steri le side a rm flask.  
Paraffin 
• Dispense paraffin into a steri le bottle 
• Place i n  an  oven at 1 60 degrees Cels ius +/- 5 degrees Cels ius for 2 hours 
• Cool to room temperatu re and add the paraffin to a steri le s ide arm flask. 
F ina l  med i u m  
• Aseptical ly d ispense the broth over the serum slopes to a level which covers the 
slopes fu l ly .  
• Dispense 2-3 cm3 sterile paraffin (\ "1 .op of the broth to seal the medium.  
I I  
Appendix 2 :  
Results of  prevalence study of  captive pigeons at  AI  Ain animal market 
showing p resence, or absences of trichomor'lads and average number 
per 400X mic roscopic field, of lesions and final score 
TrichomOlklD Lesions No. of Tricho per X400 Score 
1 + + 1 8  3 
2 - - r 0 0 
3 + - 5 1 
4 - - 0 0 
5 - - 0 0 
6 + - 1 1 
7 + - 3 1 
8 + - 27 3 
9 + - 9 2 
1 0  + - 1 1 
1 1  + - 6 2 
1 2  + - 5 2 
1 3  - - 0 0 
1 4  + - 8 2 
1 5  + - 1 1 
1 6  + - 2 1 
1 7  - - 0 0 
1 8  - - 0 0 
1 9  + - 2 1 
20 - - 0 0 
2 1  + - 35 3 
22 + - 1 1 
23 + - 2 1 
24 + - 1 8  3 
25 + 3 1 
26 + - 1 1 
27 - - 0 0 
28 - - 0 0 
29 - - 0 0 
30 + - 0 0 
3 1  - - 0 0 
32 - - 0 0 
33 + - 1 1 
34 + - 3 1 
35 - - 0 0 
36 - - 0 0 
37 - - 2 1 
38 - - 0 0 
39 + - 1 1 
40 + - 2 1 
4 1  + + 50 3 
- -
4 2  + - 1 2  2 
43 + - 2 1 
i i i  
44 + + 50 3 
45 + - 1 1 -
46 + - 0 0 
47 + - 7 2 
48 + - 3 1 
49 + - 2 1 
50 + - 50 3 
51  + - 50 3 
52 + - 3 1 
53 - - , 0 0 
54 - - 0 0 
55 + - 1 1 
56 + - 1 1 
57 + - 1 1 
58 + - 1 1 
59 - - 0 0 
60 + - 1 1 
6 1  - - 0 0 
62 + - 3 1 
63 - - 0 0 
64 - - 0 0 
65 - - 0 0 
66 - - 0 0 
67 + - 1 1 
'. 
68 - - 0 0 
69 - - 0 0 
70 + - 7 2 
7 1  - - 0 0 
72 - - 0 0 
73 + - 1 1 
74 + - 1 1 -
75 + - 50 3 
76 - - 0 0 
77 - - 0 0 
78 + - 7 2 
79 + - 3 1 
80 - - 0 0 
81  + - 3 1 
82 + - 1 3  2 
83 + - 7 2 
84 - - 0 0 
85 - - 0 0 
86 + - 25 3 
87 - - 0 0 
88 + - 3 1 
89 - - 0 0 
90 - - 0 0 
IV 
Appendix 3 :  
Results of prevalence study of captive pigeons at AI Ain Zoo showing 
presence, or absences of trichomonads and. average number per 400X 
microscopic field, of lesions and final score. 
Trichomonads Lesions No. of Tricho per X4o. Score 
1 - - 0 0 
2 - - 0 0 
3 - - 0 0 
4 - - 0 0 
5 - - 0 0 
6 - - 0 0 
7 - - 0 0 
8 - - 0 0 
9 - - 0 0 
1 0  - - 0 0 
1 1  - - 0 0 
1 2  - - 0 0 
1 3  - - 0 0 
1 4  + - 3 1 
1 5  - - 0 0 
1 6  - - 0 0 
1 7  + - 25 3 
1 8  - - 0 0 
1 9  + - 8 2 
20 - - 0 0 
2 1  - - 0 0 
22 - - 0 0 
23 - - 0 0 
24 - - 0 0 
25 + - 2 5  3 
26 - - 0 0 
27 - - 0 0 
28 - - 0 0 
29 - - 0 0 
30 - - 0 0 
3 1  - - 0 0 
32 - - 0 0 
33 - - 0 0 
34 - - 0 0 
35 - - 0 0 
36 - - 0 0 
37 - - 0 0 
38 - - 0 0 
39 - - 0 0 
40 - - 0 0 
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A ppendix 4 :  
Results of p revalence study of �a'p�i�e p igeons at Abu Dhabi Suq 
showing presence, or absences of trjchomohads and average number 
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Appendix 5 :  
Results of preva lence study of free-fly ing pigeons at AI Ain sheep farm 
showing presence, or absences of trichomonads and average number 
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v i i i  
37 - - 0 0 
38 + - 8 2 
39 - - 0 0 
40 - - 0 0 
4 1  - - 0 0 
42 - - 0 0 
43 + - 1 1 
44 + - r 8 2 
45 - - 0 0 
46 - - 0 0 
47 - - 0 0 
48 + - 1 1 
49 - - 0 0 
50 + - 1 0  2 
5 1  + - 3 1 
52 + - 1 5  3 
53 - - 0 0 
54 + - 1 1 
55 - - 0 0 
56 - - 0 0 
57 - - 0 0 
58 + - 1 1 
59 - - 0 0 
60 - - 0 0 
Appendix 6 :  
Results of post-mortem study of p igeons, found positive to 
tric homonads, with tric homoniosis les ions . .  
N umber Lesions? Location of Sex Weig ht 
lesions 
1 - - M 2 8 1  
2 - - M 295 
3 - - M 328 
4 - - M 279 
5 - - M 2 7 1  
6 - - M 351  
7 + Oropharynx F 2 5 1  
8 - - M 308 
9 - - F 267 
1 0  + Oropharynx M 301  
1 1  - - M 2 9 1  
1 2  - - F 287 
. 
1 3  - - M 298 
1 4  - - F 270 
1 5  - - M 301 
1 6  - - M 236 
1 7  - - M 255 
1 8  - - M 248 
1 9  - - M 270 
20 - - F 246 
2 1  - - M 1 93 
22 - - M 234 
23 - - F 247 
I X  
x 
24 - - F 230 
25 - - F 275 
26 + Oropharynx M 222 
27 - - F 230 
28 - - F 264 
29 - - r M 249 
30 - - M 272 
3 1  - - F 246 
32 - - M 295 
33 + Oropharynx F 3 1 3  
34 - - M 292 
35 - - F 296 
36 - - M 274 
37 - - F 251 
38 - - M 294 
39 + Oropharynx M 26 1 
40 - - M 205 
4 1  - - M 206 
42 - - F 1 87 
43 - - F 200 
44 - - F 234 
45 - - M 289 
x i  
Appendix 7 :  
Report from the Central Veterinary Laboratory , UK, on the identification 
of Trichomonas sp.  
Mr T Bailey 
ational Avian Research Ceter 
Public Relations Department 
P .O.  Box 45 5 5 3  
Abu Dhabi 
nited Arab E mirates (UAE) 
Dear Mrs Bailey 





With reference to the samples received 3rd June 1 997.  
The samples were cultured in Clausen' s  medium immediately upon arrival. Examinatio n  of the 
medium 7 days post innoculation demonstrated the presence of trichomonads which were then 
examined morphologically by electron microscopy ( for method see Taylor M A, Marshall R.N.  and 
Stack M .  ( 1 994) . British Veterinary Journal 1 50, 73-80) .  
The trichomo nads were ident ified as Trichom onas gallinae based on their predilict ion site, and 
morphological characteristics including size, the presence of 4 anterior flagellae and an undulating 
membrane. and absence of a trailing flagellum. 
T gallinae is a parasite of the upper digestive tract (mouth and crop) of pigeons causing t he condition 
often referred to as "canker". Birds of prey are also known to be infected ("frounce") presumably 
through feeding on infected pigeons. 
Yours sincerely 
/.(�3iJ� 
Dr M Taylor 
Senior Veterinary Research Officer 
New H aw, Addlestone, Surrey KT 1 5  3 B United Kingdom 
Telephone 0 1 932 34 1 1 1 1  Facsimile 0 1 932 347046 Telex 2623 1 Vet\\'cy G 
I ncorporating the Central \'etrnnary Laboratory and \'Pll'rlnary I nvpsllgation Centres 
\n Executive Agpnev of thp �lil1lstry of Agricult ure, Flsh('nes and Food 
X I I  
Ap pendix 8 :  
Details of falcons demonstrating clinical signs of tric homoniosis at the 
Abu Dhabi Falcon Research Hospital , for the hospital year September 
1 994 -Aug ust 1 99 5 .  
No. Case number Date of admission  S pecies Sex 
1 92-4 1 4 . 1 0 .94 Saker F 
2 1 508-4 9 . 1 . 95 Saker  F 
3 1 8 1 -4 25 . 1 . 95 Saker F 
4 1 820-4 30. 1 . 95 Saker F 
5 1 966-4 9 . 3 . 95 Saker F 
6 2027-4 25 .3 .95 Saker F 
7 2036-4 1 .4 .95 Saker F 
x i i i  
Appendix 9 :  
Details of falcons demonstrating cl inical signs of trichomoniosis at the 
Abu Dhabi Falcon Researc h  Hospital , for the hospital year September 
1 995 -August 1 99 6 .  
No.  Case n umber Date of adm ission S pecies 
1 64-5 25. 1 0.95 Saker 
2 95-5 3 1 . 1 0 . 95 Saker 
3 454-5 6 . 1 1 .95 Saker 
4 482-5 1 8 . 1 1 .95 Saker 
5 570-6 1 9 . 1 1 . 96 Saker 
6 844-5 6 . 1 2 . 95 Saker 
7 880-5 1 4 . 1 2 . 95 Saker 
8 851 -5 1 6 . 1 2 .95 Saker 
9 1 000-5 1 6 . 1 2 .95 Saker 
1 0  1 048-5 1 8 . 1 2 . 95 Saker 
1 1  1 049-5 1 8 . 1 2 .95  Saker 
1 2  1 075-5 24. 1 2 .95 Saker 
1 3  389-5 1 0 . 1 . 96 Peregrine 
1 4  1 226-5 1 3 . 1 . 96 Saker 
1 5  2036-4 29 . 1 . 96 Saker 
1 6  1 75-5 3 . 2 . 96 Gyr 




















Appendix  1 0 : 
Detai ls  of falcons demonstrating c l in ical signs of tric homoniosis at the 
Dubai Falcon Hospital , for the hospital year January - Decem ber 1 9 8 5 .  
No. B i rd 1 0  S pecies 
1 6 Saker 
r 
2 22 Saker 
3 38 Saker 
4 55 Saker 
5 58 Saker 
6 6 1  Saker 
7 79 Saker 
8 8 1  Saker 
9 84 Saker 
1 0  1 50 Saker 
1 1  1 70 Saker 
1 2  1 9 1  Saker 
1 3  206 Saker 
1 4  223 Saker 
1 5  224 Saker 
1 6  228 Saker 
1 7  243 Saker 
1 8  265 Saker 
1 9  274 Saker 
20 282 Saker 
2 1  283 Saker 
Total no. of fa lcons seen in the year 1 985 = 285 
xv  
Appendix 1 1 :  
Details of falcons demonstrating cl inical signs of tri chomoniosis at the 
Dubai falcon hospital, for the hospital year January to December 1 98 6 .  
No. B i rd 10 S pe-cies 
1 ,1 0  Saker 
2 34 Saker 
3 35 Saker 
4 39 Peregrine 
5 49 Saker 
6 1 04 Saker 
7 1 1 7 Saker 
8 1 44 Saker 
9 1 56 Peregrine 
1 0  1 66 Peregrine 
1 1  1 77 Peregrine 
1 2  1 98 Saker  
1 3  2 1 0  Saker 
1 4  237 Saker 
1 5  253 Peregrine 
1 6  265 Saker 
1 7  273 Saker 
1 8  291  Peregrine 
1 9  323 Peregrine 
20 337 Saker 
2 1  342 Saker 
xvi 
22 346 Saker 
23 354 Saker 
24 387 Peregrine 
25 356 Saker 
26 442 Peregrine 
27 443 Peregrine 
28 470 Saker 
29 473 Peregrine 
Tota l no. of fa lcons seen in the year 1 986 = 475 
xv i i  
Appendix 1 2 :  
Details of falcons demonstrating clinical signs of trichomoniosis at the 
Dubai Falcon Hospital , for the hospital year January 1 995 - December 
1 99 5 .  
N o .  Case n u mber Definate Date of S pecies Sex Adult! 
trichomon iosis t adm issron Immature 
1 1 1 57 N 9 1 0.95 Peregrine F a 
2 1 64 1  Y Peregrine F i 
3 259 1 N Saker F I 
4 3279 Y 1 . 1 .95 Saker F i 
5 3407 N Saker F i 
6 3850 Y 9.2.95 Saker F i 
7 4 1 74 N Saker F I 
8 431 3 N Saker F a 
9 43 1 7  Y 1 8 .9.95 Saker F i 
1 0  43 1 7  N Saker F i 
1 1  49 1 3  Y 22.5.95 Saker F i 
1 2  4952 Y 1 4 .2.95 Saker F i 
1 3  5353 N Saker F I 
1 4  5454 Y ; 1 1 .9.95 Pereg rine F i I 
i 
1 5  5470 Y : : 1 . 1 .95 Peregrine F i 
1 6  5695 Y 2.8.95 Saker F a 
1 7  57 1 8  Y 1 7 . 1 0.95 GyrI M I 
peregrine 
1 8  58 1 1  N Saker F i 
1 9  6050 Y 9.7.95 Saker F a 
20 609 1 N Peregrine F i 
2 1  6 1 86 N Saker M I 
I 
22 6278 Y 26. 1 0.95 Saker F i 
23 6409 Y 1 .4.95 Lanner F a 
24 6486 Y ? Saker M i 
25 6592 N Saker F I 
xv i i i  
26 6703 Y 2 1 8 95 Peregnne M I 
27 6 7 1 8 N Saker F I 
28 6724 Y 1 8 7 95 Peregnne F I 
29 6775 N Lanner M I 
30 6788 N Peregnne M i 
3 1  6832 Y 1 9 1 2 94 Peregnne F I 
32 6838 Y 1 1  2 95 Saker F I 
33 6936 Y 1 8 1 95 Saker F i 
34 6887 N Peregnne F i 
35 6936 N Saker F I 
36 7037 Y 1 9 1 95 Peregrine M I 
37 704 1 Y 3 . 1  95 Saker F i 
38 7055 Y 1 2.95 Saker F i 
39 7058 Y 4 1  95 Saker F I 
40 7059 Y 3 . 1  95 Saker F I 
4 1  7097 N Saker F a 
42 7 1 70 N Saker F I 
43 7 1 87 Y 26.2 95 Saker F i 
44 7 1 88 N Saker F I 
45 7223 Y 30.1 .95 Saker F I 
46 7243 Y 4 2 95 Saker F I 
47 7244 Y 5 2.95 Saker F a 
48 7245 Y 5 2 95 Peregnne F a 
49 7258 Y 2· 5. 95 Saker F a 
50 7260 Y 1 4 2 95 Saker F i 
5 1  7384 Y 28 . 1 1 .95 Saker F I 
I 
52 7391 Y 26 7.95 Peregnne F I 
53 74 1 6  Y 1 0 4 95 Saker F I 
54 7425 Y 1 8 4 95 Pereg nne F a 
55 7433 N Saker F a 
56 7486 N Saker F a 
I 
XIX 
57 75 1 5  Y 5 8.95 Saker F a 
58 7526 Y 20.8.95 Peregrine F I 
59 7531 Y 2 1 . 8 95 Peregrine F i 
60 7543 Y 26.8.95 Peregrine M a 
6 1  7547 N Saker F a 
62 7573 Y 1 4 4 96 Gyr F I 
63 7638 Y 1 4  1 0 95 Saker F a 
64 7652 N Saker F a 
65 7699 N Saker F a 
66 77 1 4  N Gyrlsaker F I 
67 7734 N Saker F I 
68 7736 N Saker F I 
69 775 1 N Saker F I 
70 7774 Y 1 2 1 0 95 Lanner F I 
7 1  7833 Y 1 7. 1 0 95 Saker F i 
72 7853 N Saker F I 
73 7897 Y 7 1 2.95 Saker M I 
74 7940 Y 7.2 95 GyrI Saker M I 
75 7942 N Peregrine M I 
76 7987 Y 30 1 0 95 Saker F a 
77 7994 N Saker F I 
78 8000 N Peregrine F i 
79 8045 Y 1 1 1 .95 Saker F a 
80 8052 Y 2 . 1 1 .95 Saker F a 
8 1  8087 N Peregrine F I 
82 8 1 04 N Peregrine F I 
83 8 1 44 N Saker F I 
84 8 1 46 Y 8 1 1 .95 Saker F I 
85 8 1 6 1 N Peregrine F a 
86 8 1 72 N Gyr F I 
87 8 1 96 N Peregrine F i 
xx  
88 8250 N Saker M I 
89 8266 N Peregrine M a 
90 8266 Y 1 6  1 1 .95 ' Peregnne M i 
9 1  829 1 N Peregrine M i 
92 8343 Y 20 1 1  95 Saker F i 
93 8356 N Saker F a f 
94 8363 N Saker F I 
95 8390 N Peregrine F I 
96 84 1 0  Y 26 1 1  95 Saker F a 
97 84 1 5  N Peregnne M I 
98 8423 N Saker F I 
99 8 545 Y 9 1 2.95 Saker F i 
1 00 86 1 5  Y 1 6 . 1 2.95 Saker F a 
1 0 1  8626 Y 1 8  1 2 95 Saker F I 
1 02 8636 N Saker F j 
1 03 865 1  Y 26 1 2 .95 Saker F I 
1 04 8656 N Saker F i 
1 05 8661 N Saker F a 
1 06 8683 N Sa ker F I 
I 
1 07 8707 N I Saker F a 
1 08 8 7 1 5 N Saker F i 
Total no. of fa lcons treated i n  1 995 = 2 570 
X X I  
Ap pendix 1 3 : 
Deta ils of falcons demonstrating clin ical sig ns of tric homoniosis at the 
Dubai Falcon Hospital, for the hospital yea rJanuary 1 996 - December 
1 99 6 .  
No. Case Defin ate Date of S pecies Sex Adu lt! 
n u mber trichomo n ios is ad mission immature 
1 366 Y 2 1  1 2 96 Saker F a 
2 5 9 1  N Saker F a 
3 876 Y 1 0 1 2 . 96 Pereg nne M a 
4 1 772 N Saker F a 
5 3400 N Peregnne F i 
6 3595 Y 30 1 2 96 Saker M a 
7 3639 Y 9 1 1  96 GyrI Saker F a 
8 3884 Y 28 1 1  96 Saker F a 
9 39 1 2  N Saker F i 
1 0  4 1 82 N Saker F I 
1 1  43 1 7  N Saker F I 
1 2  4952 N Saker F I 
1 3  5454 N Pereg rine F I 
1 4  5460 N Saker M I 
1 5  5800 N Gyr F I 
1 6  5 8 1 1 N Saker F i 
1 7  5885 N Saker F I 
1 8  6 1 75 Y 1 6 . 1 0 96 Saker F a 
1 9  6358 Y 1 3  1 0 96 Saker F a 
20 652 1 N Saker F I 
2 1  6672 N Sa ker F i 
22 67 1 8  N Saker F I 
23 672 1 Y 27 2 96 Saker F a 
xx i i  
24 6724 N Peregrine F I 
2 5  6871 N Peregrine F a 
26 6962 Y 6 1 0 96 Saker F a 
27 7053 N Saker F I 
28 7 1 4 1  Y 1 7 3 96 Saker F I 
29 7384 N Saker F I 
30 739 1 N Pereg rine F i 
3 1  7506 N Saker F a 
32 7573 N Gyr F I 
33 7638 N Saker F a 
34 7647 N GyrI F a 
Pereg rine 
35 77 1 4  N GyrI Saker F i 
36 7720 N Saker F I 
37 7736 Y 2 1 . 1 0. 96 Saker F I 
38 7743 N GyrI F I 
Peregrine 
39 7795 Y 2 1 1  96 Saker F a 
4 0  7849 Y 1 6 96 Saker F a 
4 1  7850 Y 6 7 96 Peregrine F a 
42 7853 Y 20 . 8 96 Saker F I 
, 
4 3  7853 Y : 23.4 96 Saker F I 
44 7940 N Gy rI Saker M i 
45 7964 Y 20 8.96 Peregrine F I 
46 7890 Y Saker F I 
47 7994 N Saker F i 
48 8000 N Peregr ine F i 
49 8049 N Saker F I 
xx i i i  
50 8075 Y 1 7 1 2 .96 Saker F a 
5 1  8087 N Pereg rine F i 
52 8 1 04 N Pereg rine F I 
53 8 1 1 8  N Saker F I 
54 8 1 46 N Saker F i 
55 8 1 72 N Gyr F i 
56 8 1 96 Y 2 . 3.96 Pereg rine F i 
57 8307 Y ? Saker F a 
58 8356 Y 2 . 1 .96 Saker F a 
59 8390 N Pereg rine F i 
60 84 1 5  Y 26.2 . 96 Peregrine M i 
6 1  8532 N Saker F I , 
62 8553 N Saker F i 
63 8570 Y 2 . 1 2 . 96 Saker F a 
64 8636 Y 20. 1 .96 Saker F i 
65 8656 Y 3 . 1 . 96 Saker F i 
66 866 1 N Saker F a 
67 8662 N Saker F i 
68 8683 N Saker F i 
69 8766 Y 6 . 1 . 96 Saker F a 
70 8798 N saker F i 
7 1  8826 Y 4 . 3 . 96 Saker F i 
72 8842 Y ? Saker F i 
73 8868 N Lanner F a 
74 8875 N Saker M a 
75 888 1 Y ? Saker F I 
76 8925 Y 27.2 96 Saker F i 
77 8949 Y 6 . 3 .96 Saker F i 
X X I V  
78 8981 Y 1 9 3 96 Saker F a 
79 8984 Y 1 9 3 96 Saker F a 
8 0  8985 Y 1 9 3.96 Saker F a 
8 1  9004 N Pereg nne F i 
82 9025 Y 1 5 3.96 Saker F a 
, 
83 9027 Y 1 . 2 96 Saker F i 
84 9044 Y 29. 1 . 96 Saker F i 
85 9 1 80 N Pereg rine M a 
86 92 1 8  N Peregrine F a 
87 9223 N Saker F a 
88 9232 N Saker F a 
89 9247 N Saker F a 
90 9265 N Gyri F i 
Peregrine 
91 9325 Y 22. 1 . 96 Pereg rine F i 
92 9357 Y 1 . 9 .97 Gyri Saker F i 
0 
93 9362 Y , 1 9 . 9 . 96 Saker F i 
94 9372 N Gyr F a 
95 9388 N Saker F i 
96 942 1  N Peregrine M i 
97 9436 N Gyri Saker F i 
98 9456 N Pereg rine F i 
99 9460 N Saker F a 
1 00 9462 Y 2 2 . 9 . 96 Saker F i 
1 0 1  95 1 7  N 
I 
Gyri Saker M i 
1 02 9522 N Saker F i 
1 03 9559 Y 5 . 1 0 .96 Saker F i 
1 04 9574 Y 20. 1 0 96 Saker F i 
x xv 
1 05 9587 N Pereg rine M I 
1 06 9595 Y 1 0 1 0. 96 Pereg rine F I 
1 07 9596 Y ? Pereg rine F I 
1 08 96 1 0  Y 28 1 1  96 Saker F I 
1 09 9624 Y 1 3. 1 0 . 96 Saker F a 
r 
1 1 0 9363 Y 24. 1 1 . 96 Saker F a 
1 1 1  9684 N Saker F I 
1 1 2 9688 N Pereg rine F I 
1 1 3 9697 Y 1 2 . 1 0 . 96 Peregrine F i 
1 1 4 9705 N Saker F I 
1 1 5 9707 N Saker F i 
1 1 6 9709 Y 1 6 . 1 0 . 96 Gyri saker M i 
1 1 7 9732 Y 5 . 1 1 . 96 Gyri F I 
pereg rine 
1 1 8 9736 N Peregrine M i 
1 1 9 9752 N Saker F i 
1 20 9846 Y 26. 1 0 . 96 Peregrine F i 
1 2 1 985 1 N Saker F i 
1 22 9906 N Saker F i 
1 2 3  9929 Y 3 1 . 1 0. 96 Saker F I 
1 24 9931 Y 3 1 . 1 0 . 96 Saker F i 
1 2 5 9936 N Saker F i 
1 26 9937 N Saker F I 
1 27 9984 Y 1 1 . 1 1 . 96 Saker F i 
1 28 9988 N Gyri Saker F i 
1 29 9992 N Saker M i 
1 30 1 0001  N Peregrine F i 
1 3 1 1 0003 Y 1 4 . 1 1 . 96 Saker F i 
1 32 1 00 1 9  N Peregrine F I 
XXVI 
1 33 1 0034 Pereg rine F I 
1 34 1 0040 Y 7 1 1  96 Saker F I 
1 35 1 0076 Y 9 1 1 96 Saker F I 
1 36 1 0084 N Peregrine F I 
1 37 1 0089 Y 1 2  1 2 96 Saker F I 
1 38 1 0 1 09 N Saker F a 
1 39 1 0 1 1 7  N Pereg rine F i 
1 40 1 0 1 6 1  Y 1 6  1 1  96 Saker F a 
1 4 1  1 0 1 69 Y 1 1 2 . 96 Saker F a 
1 4 2  1 0 1 74 N Pereg rine F a 
1 43 1 02 1 2  Y 30 1 1  96 Saker F a 
1 44 1 0225 N Saker F I 
1 45 1 02 96 Y 1 0 1 2 . 96 Pereg rine F i 
1 46 1 0348 Y 1 1 2 96 Saker F I 
1 47 1 0370 N Saker F I 
1 48 1 0385 N Saker F i 
1 49 1 0427 Y 9 1 2 96 Saker F I 
1 50 1 0448 N Peregrine F i 
1 5 1 1 0455 Y 1 6  1 2  96 Saker F i 
, 
1 52 1 0462 N � Saker F I 
1 53 1 05 1 1 N Saker M i 
1 54 1 05 1 8  N Saker F i 
1 55 1 0537 N Saker F a 
1 56 1 05 7 1  N Saker F a 
1 57 1 0577 N Saker F I 
1 58 1 0578 Y 24 1 2 96 Saker M i 
1 59 1 0592 N Saker F i 
1 60 1 0593 Y 26 1 2. 96 Saker F a 
XXVI I  
1 6 1  1 0620 Y 30 1 2 96 Saker F I 
1 62 1 0633 N Saker F I 
1 63 1 0654 N Saker M a 
1 64 1 1 054 N Saker F a 
Total no of fa lcons treated i n  1 996 = 3001 
Appendix  1 4 : 
Questions asked of fa lcon ers to assess their  level of awareness of trichomo n iosis.  
This is a k ind of  a d isease In a falcon Do you know what the d isease is called? 
(Fa lconers shown 4 pictu res of falcons with trlchomonosls lesions) 
2 H ave any of your falcons had this d isease? 
3 I f  yes, how many? 
4 H ave any of your falcons died from this d isease? 
5 If yes, how many? 
6 Do you know how falcons catch th is d isease? 
7.  What do you do, or would you do, If you find your falcon has this d isease? 
8 What do you feed to your falcons? 
9 Do you feed them pigeons? 
1 0. Do you feed pigeons to your falcons all year round? 
1 1  Do you check the pigeons before you feed them to your falcons and If so where do you 
check? 
1 2  Do you cut off the head and remove the stomach of pigeons before feed ing them to your 
falcons? 
1 3  Do you train your falcons on l ive pigeons? 
1 4  Do you cut off the head and remove the stomach of pigeons before al lowing your falcon to 
eat a pigeon it has caught d u ring tra in ing? 
1 5  Do you ever freeze pigeons before g iv ing them to your falcons? H ow long for? 
1 6. Where do you get your pigeons from? 
1 7  For how long have you been a falconer? 
1 8  Can I ask you how old you a re? 
1 9. How many fa lcons do you have, or look after, at the moment? 
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